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Herbal JVledicines of Dongrias 

N. Patnaik 
F. Bara 
A. Mall 

Tribal concept of disease and treatment, life 
and death is as varied as _their culture, Accor 
dingly, the tribal society is guided by traditio 
nally laid clown customs. Every member of the 
society is expected to conform to these customs 
and traditions. Tli.e fa'.e of individual and the 
community at large, depends on their relationship 
with unseen forces which intervene human affa 
irs. If men offend them, the mystical power 
punishes them by sickness, death or other natu 
ral calamities. 

The Dongrias believe that diseases are caused 
by evil spirits. They become angry and do 
harm if one has not propitiated them properly. 
Thus, to a Dongria mind, the real enemies of 
human health and prosperity are the Gods and 
the evilspirits. The usual them y of disease in 
the Dongria society is that it is caused by the 
breach of some taboo :or by the anger of hostil 
spirits and ghosts of the dead. Sickness is the 
routine punishment for every lapse nnd crime 
clone by them. Accordingly, they have taboos 
and prayers. Invoking the blessings of Gods and 
propitiating the evil spirits are necessary to have 
a smooth and healthy life. The Jani or the 
village priest in addition to his religious functions 
act "as mediator between the ;>euple and the 
mystical power. He prays and worships offer 
ing sacrificial animal, alcoholic drink and blood 

1 of sacrifacial animals: By .these !1e tries to main 
~ 'tairr ~ good r~lati<msbip between th« people 011 

'. the one hand ··and \1he mystical power 
l pepp1i:~- op. the - other, which [intervence 
1 ti ll ]F fl _·n •· : ~ff~,irs. Thus magioo-religious 

· l Jir~JtI.AeHti 9f 'gi~e?,ses caused by supernatural and 
~ h:u;ip,ap ~ff~PfI~~- ~-re resorted to by the Dongrias. 

Trad1itfonal Method of Diagnosis 

When illness continues for a long period the 
Dongrias consult a 'Beju' or 'Bejuni' who per 
forms the ritual, a process of diagnosis named as 
'Puchuna', The 'Beju' or 'Bejuru' who call➔
puchuna passes into a slate of trance, calls all the 
Gods, --spells automatic flow of mantras and 1s 
enlightened by .the one, responsible for causing 
foe illness and the kind of, animal thatmust be 
sacrificed. He puts the puchurna rice (arua rice 
specially prepared by the Bejuni for the parti 
cular family) on a Winnowing fan kept for Hie 
purpose. He examines the rice, utters mantras 
and the affected person is made lo touch it 
while names of different Gods and deities are 
called. Then, finally he tells the cause of the 
disease and specific vow to be made. Puchuna 
is sometimes called for twice or more if the ,1 
disease is not cured for a long period. 

'Lodang' is a puja offered to the specific 
deity after a person is cured from a disease. 
The vowed sacrifice is offered for the cured 
person. The Beju or Bejuni again performs 
all tlhe rituals. Arna rice, Bel leaves, vermilion. 
Winnowing fan, Mandar leaves, tire pot, oil 
light and promised sacrificial animal are requir 
ed for 'Lodang'. In most of the cases the 
sacrificial animal is a hen. The cured person 
sits near the Beju throughout the Puja. He , 
hold= the animal and make it eat a few grains 
of tih~ ritual rice from his palm. The puja takes 
two to three hours time. On the following 
morning the sacrificial animal is taken to the 
hill stream. After some ritual rites the animal 
is killed and the blood is off'ereI to ~j1e specific .. 
.Go.d or deity. .-J 



Besides fhe supernatural causes, the Dongrias 
also believe in natural causes of some common 
diseases like fever, cold, cough, headach1~, 
stomach pain, toothache, cut, burn, snake and 
insect bite, etc. yet their emphasis on the super 
natural puts a low threshold on the avv'areness of 
disease and pain, encouraging them to tolerate 
and accept. They donot care much for the 
common diseases unless it becomes very severe 
inflicting acute pain to the affected person. The 
herbal medicines used by the Dougrias for the 
treatment of some of their diseases are given 
below. 

Fever ( hara) 

Dongria term for fever is 'Nomberr' which is 
recognised by the general symptoms of rise 
in the normal body temperature and pulse beat. 

Fever is the most common disease from which 
the Dongrias suffer frequently. They believe in 
two types of fever namely 'Nomberi' and 'Dadi' 
or 'Pali nomberi. The medicine man is the 
only person who is supposed to collect the 
medicinal plants, and prepare medicine out of 
,l,hem. He is .specially equipped with the 
knowledge of diseases and medicines req uircd. 
The medicines are not preserved as they believe 
that fresh collected plants arc more effective 
than dried ones. 
The leaves of Sapta (B-_i\,yctantlws 

::ubortristris), G a d a p u n g a Bhuinnnbo. 
(Md. Plant Agathotes) Plant ,l'Hi root 
of 'Pitakcrandi' are pounded together to extract 
juice. This juice is heated to make luke-warm 
About half a cup of this juice is orally adminis 
tered daily in an empty :,\omach early in the 
morning till the fever is cured. 'Chagrikoda' root 
is also grinded and anointed on the whole body 
which acts as a substitute medicine for fever. 

Coid [Tihanda] 

The Dongria term for cold is 'Losorn'. It is 
recognised by the symptoms of heavy flow of 
watery cough like substance from nose, giddi 
ness and feeling of restlessness and cold sensa · 
tion accompanied by aching of the limbs. 

Continued and severe cases of cold compel the 
D\1ngrias to use medicine. The sk~n:; of Tarlu 
seeds and root of 'Ketkaya' plant is mixed and 
made paste. The paste is then diluted in water 

. and 2 to 3 spoons of this diluted waler is orally 
administered twice ,a day till cure. 

, '.'±tie' bark 
;';.,1;,te{y~rospermaY 
'.,-boiled with water. 

of Drumstick· (B-Moringa 
· -tree "iii gr_al1ted . and 
The steam of lhfs boiling 

water is inhaled for 'some 
cooled water is filtered to 
tered. 
Cough (Kasa) 

The Dongria term for cough is "I'anha'. It is 
recognised by cough, cold and irritation in the 
throat. Whenever it continues for longer 
period and becomes acute, they use different 
kinds of herbal medicines. 

time and 
be orally 

then the 
adminis- 

The juice of 'Mania' bark and Ginger 
is pounded together and the juice is squeezed on 
a small dish. About 2 to 3 spoonful of this 
juice is orally administered daily once for 3 to 
4 clays. 
About 2 spoonful of juice extracted from 

Mania and Keta (B-Feronia clephantum) 
bark and the r o o t of Ranisilaha 
(Pipoli creeper) is orally administered 
to the patient for 4 to 5 days. In some cases 
half burnt Ginger is chewed by them. Mixed 
juice from Holy basil (B-Ocimum sanctum i 
leaf, Ginger (B-Zingiber offlcinalo) and Houey 
also act as a medicine for cough. Harida 
(B-Tenninalia chebulia) fruit is boiled and 
made l'uk e-warm and then about half a cup <•f 
this water is orally administered to lhc patient 

suffenng from cough. 

Headache 
The Dongria term for headache is 'Kapada 

bisa'. They use some herbal medicines in case 
of repeated occurrence of severe headache. 
The root of 'Ch api' creeper is pounded and 

nibbed on the forehead. The juice of Begunia 
(B-Vitex negurnla) leaves if anoi ntcd on llt(:; 

forehead heals headache. Bichhuati stingi11g 
nattle (B-Tragia i1woluerata) seeds are also 
applied as a substitute medicine, but it giver, a 
burning sensation for sometime. 
Jbadu 
The Dongrias use only one I medicine for 

Hinjupata (Dysentry) and Baheniturkey 
(frequent loose and watery motion), Haw 
curry plantain with its peal is burnt, peeled and 
given to the patient. 

Blood dysentery is called as 'Netripota'. 'I'adi 
h:ru and Kumunditadihiu, (two -::Efkr0,nt type:, 
of plantain roots) are pounded and the juice is 
squeezed and mixed together, About half a 
cup of the juice is orally administered daily to 
the patient in an empty stomach till cure, 

Petaphampa is named as 'Purtgawa1nga' by the , 
Dongiras. About half a cup juice of 'Kurei' and · 
'Mange? (B-Martgifefa· indica)" hatk, is · orally 
adhfrrlis'tt::-re(l for one or fwo' 'tinies:';· ;,;\ - ' 

-r 
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-vomi'ting 

The Dongrias believe that vomiting is causecl 
by the possession of an ' evil spirit, indigestion, 
stomach trouble, poison intake, excessive 
drinking and morning sickness. 

When vomiting is caused by possession of an 
evil spirit 'Blowing and whiffing' is r•esorted to. 
'This is their traditional method of treatment 
and a Beju or Bejuni is summoned for the 
purpose. 
Vomiting when caused by indigestion salt 

'Nater is given to the patient. ~ .. emon juice is 
mixed with it whenever available. 

When vomiting is caused by stomach trouble 
'Kunduri' Kalanchoe Pinna ta) leaf juice is or ally, 
a.lrrnmiste rc.l . 

If a person is orally poisoned the Dongrias 
resort to immediate vomiting. For this purpose 
they pound lhe root of 'Gadgadi', squeeze the 
juice and orally administer if to the affected 
person. 

Excessive drunk person also needs immediate 
vomifirig, 1 1ld. t am a :r i n cl (3-Tamar,ndus 
1 n d i c a), p re s e r v c d f o r t n 3 
years is kneaded with waler and the liquid 
is orally adu.ini~lered. Thick 'Gur water also 
helps • vomiting and consequently sets at case. 

Vomiting caused due to mornmg sickness 
requires no treatment in the Dongri,~1 society. 

Stomach Pain 
It is called 'Patobish' by the Dongrias. The 

roots of ·patalgarucla (cogenaria vulgeris) Giri 
poycu and hrn~,unrlihi,ru is pounded, the juice 
is ~queczcd r.nd heated to lukc warm. About 
half a cup of this mixture is orally administered 
ciaily in an empty stomach till the patient is 
cured. 

Em· Pain and Ear Infection 

Mouth Infection (Infants) 

Powdered kosula rice (arua) is made pa~le 
with' alatilata root juice . This paste is rubbed 
inside the mouth of the child. 

, 

Toothache 
Seeds of Bhejibaigono (B-S o 1 a n u m 

kanthocarpurn) mixed with c a s t o r oil 
is put on a hot iron dish and the smoke is 
inhaled by the patient. They also apply Arkh 
latex on th.e affected teeth. Dimbiri latex is 
also applied as a substitute for this. 

The cxtravted juice of Salap /B-Caryota Ilrens) 
r;:;O,t is heatcl to luke warm and put in the ear. 
Heated Artch (B-Calctropis P r o c ? r a ) 
leaves are pounded and the juice is 
squeezed in the ,iniected ear of the patient. 

Eye Pain and Eye Infection 
Warm turmeric water is made cold, lemon 

juice is mixed with ;t and applied on the eye. 
Only lemon juice is also applied by 1the Dongrias 
to avoid all kinds of eye diseases. Onion is 
also applied to irradicate eye !infection. 

Sore of Wound (Gha) 

Cocoarrnt coir is burnt and the ash is made 
paste with cocoanut oil. This paste is anointed 
upon the sore which heals it slowly. 

Sprain 
The De ngrias apply lukewarm turmeric paste 

fried with castor oil for 3 to 4 times 8 Jay. 
The heated paste Bisalyakarani (B-Triclax 
Procumbins) spran. 

Fracture 
Tender part of 'Hadasikula' creeper 'Mara 

sureli' bush and 'Black gram· are grindcd to 
paste and applied evenly on the fractured 
portion, 'Marilaling & which is prepared with 
bamboo twigs and rope is plastered upon it. 

Cuts 
Frequent incidents of minor and major acci 

dental cuts are I reporled in Dongira villages 
which results in heavy bleeding. To clop 
bleeding ancl to heal such wounds they use 
different creepers as herbal medicines. 

The roots of old 'Lahatalichi and 'Kranlhada' 
creepers are grinded and pasted upon the cut. 
This stops bleeding immediately and also 
lessens the pain. For healing the wound the 
Dongrias anoint the juice of kirpilata (Bisalya- -· 
karani) and Giriludadinga leaves. Some times 
dried leaves of Kirpilata and Giriludadinga are 
powdered and applied ion the cut. The powdered 
leaves of 'Lahatalichi' creeper is also applied in 
the same wav. Warm turmeric paste also is 
applied on the injury which give quick relief; 

Insomania 

For ·"1eeples,ness 'Lazaclading 
pudica juice is orally a~lministered. 

(B-Mimosa 
They also: 

3 
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believe that if a pant of the creeper is kept on 
the bed it induces sleep. 

Pilebi (Pleha) 

The juice' of parasitic -plan t grown upon a: 
Dimbiri ( Ficus glomera ta) tree cures pilehi, 

Jaundice 

The >- Dongrias believe that 7. mantra salt if 
chewed ihen the patient is cured. Besides ihis 
they use the juice of 'Mundemera' bark. The 
juice from Kuincha (B-Abrus Precatorius) root is 
another substitute for this disease. 

Leprosis 

It is quite unfamiliar disease to the Dongrias. 
Very recently a few cases of this disease have 
come to the notice. 'Bhramaramari' tree, a rare 
availability is only recognised and found by the 
medicine man who uses its roots for the medicinal 
purpose. This tree is found in the dense forest 
upon the rocky place. 

Snake-bite 

Turmeric (B-Curuma longa) and Patalgaruda 
(M-cogenaria vulgerrs) roots grinded to pasu~ and 
anointed upop the spot of bite. The extracted 
juice [rorn the same is also orally administered. 
'Gada (B-Ptero~permum heyneanum) root, is one 
effective substitute for snake-bite. The extracted 
juice from the root is · orally administered and 

, at the same time a piece of the root is also 
inhaled by the person. 

Scorpion and Insectbite 

Salt and Turmeric (B-curuma longa paste is 
anointed over the -shnzed spot. For other 
insect-bites the affected portion is given :i. heat 
fomen tatiou. 

Bl4:eding from. Nose 

Dry cowdung is burnt and its smoke is inhaled 
7 by the patient. 

Paralysis 

Root of '-'Dombadohendalaha' and "Penuhepari' 
j (ff-Aspa_ragus .race .mosus). arid 'Penupapsni' is 
pounded and the juice is-orally administered. 

Menstrual cycle 

Among the Dongria girls puberty comes only; 
aft-er the ·t;,?e of 16 to 18 years. Usually their · 
menstrual flow continues for 4 to 7 days. Irregus - 
larities in this cycle is not considered a disease. 
Whenever there is excess discharge or the flow: 
continues for more than normal period they · 
consult a medicine man who gives some herbal 
medicines to check it. The juice extracted from, 
,the 1roots of Dinjinipuyou' 'Dindtnlhiru', 'Pe.rka 
pongadaki' (B-Rauwolfta Serpentina), is adminis 
tered orally which helps 'lo cure such disease .. 

Menopause 

Menupause occures within the age of 45 tu 50 
years. Those who desire earlier menupause con 
sult a medicine man. Equal quantity of 'Karkati• 
(BvMornordica disica}, 'Dinjinipuyou, 'Din.Ieni 
hiru' and 'Pr-nks pongadaki' roots are pounded 
and the extracted juice is orally administered to - 
the woman who desires earlier menupause. 

Medicine lo; induce complete barrenness 

The Dongrias believe that if seven Kaincha 
(B-Abrus Precatorius] seeds are cut by a wo r.ian. 
she never conceives after that 'Bonobeto' (B-. 
Calamus tu1ui~) is an effective herbal medi 
cine used by the Dongrias. This root is pounded 
and the juice is squeezed f'orthe medicine. Oral~ 
administration of about half a cup of this juice 
induces complete barrenness. 

Delivery 

Oral aclmmis!ration of Mutha (cyperus ro tun 
clus) root ;,,ice helps quick delivery. 

3 years old 'Castor" (Recinus communis) onr.c, 
'Bitter gourd' 1Kalara) and 'Bajramuli' rootx are 
pounded to extract juice. This mixture is orally 
administered which heips quick falling of 
placent. Long preserved 'Pad ma' (B-Nymvhea 
lotus) red and mixed with wheat flour also acts 
as a substitute medicine. 

With the introduction of allopathic medicines. 
the importance of some herbal medicines are 
decreasing slowly. Now some _ of the Dongrias 
also go to 'the hospital at Bissarn-Cuttack for· 
allopathic medicines. 

r-- 
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Legal Aid Scheme~An Evaluation 

Ch. P. K. Mahapatra 

Introduction 

The present article is based on a field study 
conducted in four districts. such as Koraput. 
Phulbani, Sundargarh and Balangir during the 
last part of the year 1971. The findings reveal 
~d many interesting facts which helps in under 
~tanding the lacunae and other shortcoming of 
the scheme that need be plugged in order to 
make the scheme a success. The findings are 
more relevant in context of the magnitude of 
the problem and the stringent principles that 
are being followed to intensify the effort to 
render legal assistance to the weaker sections 
of our society, 

With the passing of Central Untouchable 
(Offences) Act, 1955 and the Orissa Scheduled 
Areas Transfer of Immovable Properties Regu 
lations, 1956 an effective avenue was .opened to, 
help the Scheduled Caste and Scheduled ·Tribe 
communities which served as a measure of 
check to the grabbing of land of these · people 
by non-scheduled communities. To make the 
legal measures a success it was necessary that 
'these Scheduled Communities should come- 

forward-and tight out their cases to arrest thls 
type Qt 'illegal · transfer of land an, i safeguard 
,theit · own interest. But the 'Scheduled Caste 
and Scheduled Tribe people Lelng poor and 
illiterate were not able to light out such eases in 
the .law courts. .Thus, the scheme of givmg 
legal aid. by. way of financial help was formula 
ted by Government of Orissa and annual grants 
were placed at the disposal of the collectors for 
payment to the pleaders who represented these 
~l)ff e.ri,ng c;mmunities in the law courts from 
1956-57 for Scheduled Casks and from 19.">9-60 
for Scheduled Tribes. 

Aims - - of :Evaluaiting the Scheme 

Inspite of the fact that adequate steps were 
taken to safeguard the interests of the Schedul 
~<f- Cast-. and. Scheduled Tribe communities by 
stopping the illegal grabbin~ of land for which 
they· suffered since ages it was observed that the 
scheme -exerted very little. impact on . these 
communities as the response to avail the bene 
fit according from the scheme was very poor. 
The following table from official sources corro 
borates' to this. 

SL .Name_of- · . 1969-70 1970-71 
No. . the district Total Total Total Total Total Total Address 

No. of Scheduled Scheduled No .. of Scheduled Scheduled 
persons Tribe Ca,;;te persons Tribe Caste 
benefited benefited 

(I) (2J' -~ . (3). . (4>'. .. (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) .. ., ..... , ,, 
f.- ,1 Balasore . ' .' ...• ' . ·91 14 77 ' 

2 Phulbani 25 20 5 38 38 
3 Cuttack _47 47 88 88 
4 Ganjam 30 20 10 20 14 6 
5 Dhenkanal 26 26 5 .. 5 
6 Puri .50 50 20 .. 20 
7 Koraput .. 75 75 149 149 
8 Sundargarh .. 14 14 63 63 
9 Sambalpur .. I 1 3 3 .) : ...• ;f .. ' 

-·· ------ ----- - ~------- -- .. -· ····-------~----- .• 
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It may not be assumed that illegal transfer of 
land occurs on such a negligible scale as 'above, 
rather as will be seen from the following pages 
the incidence of illegal transfer ls · rampant in 
districts which are inhabited by very backward 
tribes. In other distriets · :the incidents, 
although occurs OH a large scale, hardly come 
to lime-light .to attrach the attention of Gov ern- 
ment authorities, · 
In view of these · it . was .felt · necessary; to 

evaluate the scheme and thereby find out the 
main. bottlenecks in not making tlie scheme a: 
success ···a:nd suggest ·me~sure·s to 6enefit tlie 
scheduled communities on a: wider scale. 
The criteria fot \he success of tlie legal aid 
scheme: 
The scheme of .· legal aid qepends on certain 

preconditions and factors J\iat have a ijearing 
upon making the scheme practically successful. 
. They ir.e ·: 
.. .. (i} Criferi~ of nigh incidence ol 

.. ';15emif fM~ l~n{l iJectmE;Ut cases oc.eµrit1g 
~amopg Hi~ Schedµlecf Caste and Schedul 
. ed Tfi'be·cohlmunities. ·. · · 

. (2) 'Fult awareness about the. legal provi- 
,sions Hls~ J{~gyliUqv. .'\H~6 .3n~ th~ 

· \Jrfsfa Land Reforms Code, 1965 on the 
parfof'the Scheduled comrnunities. 

,.. • ·' ,- • " ", • J ~ • :, ,- • ,- - i ... \. ' 

(3). Kiww:l.\~qge. ?,b0'1!~ 1 he legal aid scheme 
J9r111µ,l!:l1t~q . l?y. . G.QVJ~mwen;t, to render 

.. fip!n<itir~ help to ·.th~sE: c;,qpmiu:1.ities. 
- •·, ·(4) -Early qeJecti<:>n and-follow up -action fQl' 
,.. · - ~Hlega1 ·tq1psf~t:c.&,'ies · by - il~!d offi.cers 

working for tribal -welfare;. 
( 5) Proper selection of panel pleaders repre- 

.. senting these communities .to fight . out 
cases in the interest of these communi 
ties and" adequate arid timely payment 
of their· remuneration. . . 

' - . 
(6) Speedy disposal of cases of these :type 

. by the trying magistrates . 
(7) Restoration of the disputed land to the 

Scheduled Caste/T~ibe part~,: after. the 
case is ov.er • 

These are certain criteria which may be held 
to make the scheme of leagal aid successful. 

Limftatlons of :the report 
Evaluation of the scheme was confined to 

four districts, namely Koraput, Phulbani, 
Sundargarh and Balangir. In first three dist 
ricts which form part of the Scheduled area of 
the State the legal measure of Regulation II/56 
has since been in force to deal with the prob 
lem of illegal transfer of land between Schedul 
ed Tribes and other communities. Ju case of 
!he fourth one, the Orissa Land Refor1m{ eode, 
Hl65 is referred to for dealing with this prob- 
lem. · 

Due to dearth of personnel the study of the 
problem was Iimited to collection of case histo 
ries who· received legal aid during the years 
1969- 70 · and 19i0- 7 t. Four Subdivisions in 
each o( the abovedistricts were covered. For 
controlled observation case histories which did 
not apply for legal aid m spite of the tact that 
they fo~ght their cases at their own cost were 
also collected. Two separate schedules relating 
to the· criteria of success of legal aid . scheme 
were prepared and the response to these were 
recorded. 

Apart f'rom the collection · 0,f data ou ·Hie 
schedules; · {:iyY~rqp:;ien.t offieials i;t\' district and 
subqivi~tqn,al \e·ve~ w~re.ip.terv.tew~.d ~d records 
were verified te examine .the producers !Mop~d 
for sanctdon pf func:\s <!-W' seie<?tton of panel 
pleader. .t\s . sufiiC,:ient case histories could not 
be collected ~~alyits of the l;l,~ta tended to b,e a 
qualjta ti vi O,IlC. . N evertheless, 1 he findings, 
pre,~~n.t !Wffifi .ilhp:nhwt\ng faits - regaJd\~g . th~, 
operational '~~PE:Ct. of. the. :~che!lle. 

'l'he Extent of the pro~leDJ, oE lllegal transfer q.f land. ·• ,. . . . . .· ... 

The total number of cases relating to illegal 
transfer of land have been -collected from official 
~oµrce,s from, Hie four q~stric.ts cove:r~a duril.}g 
fi~ld w_Qr~ .. T~~ .~h\Ei l?~lqw gives a•pic.ture of tilie 
same for the year 1970 aad 1971 cal~µp.at years. 

SI. . ,, 
No;· 

" · Name of th'! district · Tot~l number of 
· eases instituted 
. , .during 1970-71 

calendar year- 
' 

Total number-of 
cases disposed 
during those 

_ y~§rs 

Tota! number 
'of cases 
pending 

t 'J(9i,aput, z ' . P,hulbani 
, , .Su~dergarh 
4 Balangir -(Excluding Titlagarh subdiv.!~_on) . · 

14;746 
2;162 
S06. 
· 55·",, 

a,'597 -~.t4~ 
?,48 _ t.~4;4 , . , .. 

, 492 -.· ~<i3 
" tlnfomiati?n n~i,a~H~bM 

.. 
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From the above table it mat be seen that a 
very lwge_ number qL(,:a~e§, Wl?N _ detected . and 
\µst~tµt~d ju the qis\ri_c.,t Q{ Ror~pµt which is 
4\habited by very backward tribes like Pareja, 

_G-ad~~a-, Kandha, a,oI!<ilJ. and, Pidayi~. '+,'he 
gi~\i;ic\ _ 9f PhJ_1,l_l\_ani · registe;rs the next higher 
incidence of such ca~efi, ,~l).e,i:~_a,$. i:n Syv_<ia..r:garl,i 
it is much less and in Baiangir the incidence is 
-P-egligi~l_e_. _ 

In the distrlct of. :Ko-':'l.!P,l,l)t t1be cases. coming 
under tlle Orissa Land Reforms Code, 19.65 have 
not been give!l -which would augment the total 
!l)!IIl-Qef qf C..M,e§. _ !u case of Balangir which 
happens not to be a scheduled district 0. L. R. 
()5 cases constitute S1Jch a negligible number. 

In the district of Phulbani more number - of 
cases might be detected. Due to · factors like 
lack of· communication to subdivisional head 
quarters from the interior areas cases _. do 'not 
cometoIime light .. It was reported that only 
after . eff6bts .were made 15y Field Officers of 
T. & R. W. Department during the year 1970 
these cases which 'have-been detected came to 
light and were instituted. lnspite of the fact 
that "thadistriot of Sundargarh comes under the 
scheduled . area of the State .it registers much 
lesser number of such cases. The causes of 
this may be fo,und out in the ~o.llowi:ng pages. 

4,~~J!e~e~!! !l'bqu,\ ~he leg\s~,ative. ~elt~u.res 
Inoredr that the Scheduled Tribe ana' Sched~ 

.led Caste communities avail the benefit ~f legis 
lative measures it is imperative ~iiat they should 
be fully aware about them, Among 25 cases histo 
ries collected" from· Koraput, Phulbani , and 
Sundargarh districts if is found (that, except in 3 
eases of Suiiqarga_rh district rest were fullv igno 
Fant ..,a~OUt t~~-_!egi~~~Jiv~_ !11e~~-UJ:es, - ~ - 

tion of scheduled tribe and scheduled caste com 
munitles constitute more than 60% of the gene 
ral population. Hence th_e - general Iiteracr, 
position= of these districts has a s_ignifi:cant bear 
mg-upon the ilteracy position or Scheduled Caste 
and Scheduled Tribes .. According to 1971 cens_l!S 
-Iiteracy rate oi district, of Koraput, -Phulhani and 
Sundargarh are 10·57, 19·67 and 26.28 respects 
vely. The district of Sundargarh constitute a 
pot_~i;i_t_i_c!,l_ :i~<;ht!,!!t,I"taj l,wlot _ of tn,~s. State _of Orissa, 
Hence _t!ie; ~cp._. ~~st.~_ a)Aq _S<;:h_. 1;1:i.b,e. corumuni 
,t~ of StAn,d;ers.iJlll; are IJ.P~ as backward :"s _tl.1,l;lt 
9t t};l;~ <;l,i.~trict of Koraput and F.h\l,lbaJl.i. They 
are (airly m lQlQw. o{ the legis_la_tive measures 
intended t9, safeguard their interests .. 

- ~ ' 

The .subjects who fil~_c,l r~g1,1}a1ir.m II/&~- _ c~~~s. 
were not ~y~n aware till the time of filling the 
case. Most pf .t~~ _sl,!}?j~cts. wer~ compelled ~o 
ute_ SJ~ll e ~~~~§.. because rnqs.t- . V{l,l\!~b\e' of their 
possessions were grabbed by 'the nontrihals 
,yh_ic~ ~ f3:4~d ~~v~ :-T~dr W,elll to .s.4\rv~. - -, 

.. - ~ -~ ~ - . 
The drscripancy - iw;\W~f!_l)l ~9ra.put and - Pl\Wk 

bani on one hand and Sundargarh on the - o.her 
hand may be accounted for by thefact that gene 
rw ·lWdiil}Y_ 89~\t,\On 9~ .. S~!lQ~!'g@rli gi~trii;t ts 
1in11;h pjglw_r tb~ll K0,rijpq' ~qd ~),lqUJ1rni qislrkt 
Tll~s~ thre~:q-\strl<;:\s cogs.tit1,1t~ ,,1e m~JqJ pqrJig!\ 
of Sfa!tes, scheduled aneas WI.here the total popula- 

While interviewing the subjects regarding, 
their knowledge about Iegal aid - two. - ~~J;J,d~ of 
r~~_pqru.,e§ w~re_ ricqi;de;q.: Those wijQ fQ:1,lgR,,\ 
\~q_eilr C_!J.,s.es. wider ~~g,ula..\ton 11/5,6 expressed 
utter ignorance about the' scheme of Legal Aid, 
Those who were involed il;l cases, other than 
regulation II/56 i. e.1()7 and 145 Cr. P. C. 
expressed that they knew about the scheme from 
their pleaders and applied for .getting ,tihe aid • 
lt may, therefore, be deduced that the nature of 
the' cases -whi_ch the subjects : fougj-it had a 
bearing' on· the subject of knowledge about lega] 
aid scheme. Th~ role of the - pleaders · is then 
vital· in understanding the 'problem as to why 
subjects involvedrn regulation II/56 cases were 
1,1tte:rly-' ignorant about the -legal atd_ !!che.~~ ,v hile ~ those involved. in other ~o·~e · complicated 
cases were _awar--e of It. - 

.. The subjects, in order to fight out their cases 
fully depend: upon their pleaders whom they nc~l 
only pay•iftte requisiteTees but also revere them 
Tlie pleaders know the fate· of. such cases· which 
always go in favour- of' their- dierits.. Hence 
after each of such cases confidence of their 
clients is gained- resulting in. a· double gain o{ 
money and - confidence; . In case of· other 
complicated cases like 144, Cr.· P. e. and_ - 107 
er: P. C. 'the fat.:' rof·such-cases are not known. 
The period of trial is also longer . than. - that· of 
regulation II/56 cases .. The pleaders engaged !1.1. 
such cases direct their clients' to apply Tor such 
legal aid and the client follow. This is evident 
from the fact that- those who "applied · for, legal 
AS<¾ were: always 'involved in cases other . than 
regulation II/56. This fact was found '.f:onimon 
t9 all the Scheduled 'areas vii,ited -,dtit'ing" the 
field work i:.-e~· dislric{s ~of. Kotaput~'ehtil~1µd 
and -Sundargarh.: . :-. · · .,. · ·,., ,.,' 

.. 



Apart from the fact delineated above, there 
appears to be very .little . awareness. about the 
.scheme among the Scheduled Caste and .Schc 
duled Tribe population living far awayi from the 
subdivisional headquarters. This is, however, 
true in .case of the scheduled areas only .. 
t .•. ' •• ' ... 

Selection of Panel pleader and their remunera 
_'ion ... 

A reference may be made here to the rules 
.regulating the grant of-financial aid to Scheduled 
Tribes and Scheduled Castes in legal proceedings. 
Rute 3 says He shall next secure 
the orders of the D. -M. or the Subdivisional 
Officer, as the cases may be, admitting the appli 
cation and selecting a pleader from a panel of 
pleaders previously approved by. the_ District 
Magistrate and communicate the orders to the 
party and also the pleaders". Rule mys . 
"Young pleaders of morked ability and enthu 
siasm willing to work on these terms should 
alone be selected". In all the four districts it was 
observed that the above rules have been observed 
in their breach. Steps for selecting panel 
pleaders have either been not taken or wherever 
taken the decision 'has not materialised. 

In some cases the -pleaders -have not respon 
ded fo a request of being · appointed as p;:.nel 
pleader. In another cases the panel pleader 
happens to be a man of around 50 years of age 
having the status of a rich man who might not 
care much for his fees prescribed by Govern 
merit. Selection of such a panel pleader is apt 
to defeat . the purpose implied in rule 4. The 
very low rate of fees for the pleaders prescribed 
by Government and untimely payment to the 
pleaders have contributed more to the cause of 
ill response on the part · of lawyers to work as 
panel pleaders. It· was gathered during inter - 
view that a minimum of one and half year to 2 
years elapsed between the date of instituting the 
case and the ' receipt of legal aid. During the 
period of trial which lasted from one year to 3 
years in almost all the cases recorded, the plea· 
ders collected their usual fees from these Schedu 
led Caste and Scheduled - "I'ribe clients which 
varied from Rs. 500 to Rs. 1,500,00. Those who 
received legal aid in fact received no redress from 
rthe financial aid because the amount of legal aid 
did not exceed Rs. 100 • 00 in any case and some 
times it constituted one-tenth of what actually 
they spent in the case. In all the cases recor 
<led the amount of legal aid varied from 
Rs. 30 · 00 !o· Rs: 100 · 00 which never \fovers even· 
half of the expenses actually incurred by · the 
Scheduled Tribe and · Scheduled -Caste commu 
nities. 

Mode· of sanction and. disbursement of legal aid 
After scrutinising the official papers relating 

to the sanction of .legal aid i1t! was found that the 
.entire process was replete with.Inopholes result 
ing in untimely payment and thereby compel 
the pleaders .to extract their foes from their 
Scheduled Tribe/Caste clients and keeping these 
clients as far as possible from the knowledge 
about the scheme of legal aid. The process is as 
follows. An application is submjtted to the 
D; W. 0. or the Subdivisional Officer. The 
A.D.W.O. then makes · an enquiry. Then the 
name, is recommended to the D. W. 0. The 
D. W. 0. then sends the case for sanction to the 
Government. After the sanction is made at 
Government level the same is communicated to 
the District office. The district office then 
communicates the sanction to the Subdivislonal 
Officer who draws and disburses the amount. 
The entire process makes way for delay at every 
stage. It was found even at the stage of pre 
liminary enquiry by ,the A. D .. W. O. to ascertain 
whether the· applicant has - actually filed a 
genuine case, months after months passed 
between the date of application . and bis field 
enquiry. Hence there is no grainsaying that 
similar delay at every stage of the process· of 
sanction did occur. 

In some cases it was found that although sanc 
tion was made the money could not be disburs 
ed owing to the fact that Government orders 
were not dear as to whether the money is to be 
paid to the pleader or to the party. Clear 
instructions of Government could have averted 
this complication. 

Disposal of Cases and restoration of land 
r It was recorded .that the trial of land dispute 
cases ·were hardly disposed of in a short time. 
In many cases the trial continued for two to 
.three years which the Scheduled Caste mu Sche 
duled Tribe people described as hard times. 
They said that it was difficult on their part .to 
attend to the c12',tes in time owing to their .grio 
ranee about court procedures and discipline. In 
few cases it was observed that restoration 6,f 
land are not made by /the Revenue Officials imme 
diately after the dispute was over. Hence these 
scheduled communities were not benefited 
although ~hey won the cases. 

Summany findings 
1. A high incidence of land' ejectment cases is 

found more in the scheduled - areas of Koraput 
and Phulbani. This is much less in Sundargarh 
district. · 

'\ 
\ 
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i. In the non-scheduled areas like Bailangir 
sttch cases are insignifican.'f. 

3. Awareness about the legislative measure 
like Regulation n/se and OLR Act, 1965 is al 
most completely lacking among the scheduled 
caste and scheduled tribe areas of Korapuf and 
Phulbani whereas in Sundargarh these people 
are fairly aware. 

4. The scheduled communities in general of 
the scheduled area are absolutely ignorant about 
tlhe legal aid scheme until and unless they are 
involved in land dispute cases under section 107, 
144 and 145 Cr. P. C. etc. 

5. Those fighting cases under Regulation 
II/56 are kept completely in dark about the 
legal aid scheme by their pleaders for their own 
interest. 

. 10. In some cases restoration of the disputed 
land is not made to the scheduled caste/tribe 
contestant soon alter they win the case. 

Sqggestions 
1. Serious arttempt to detect land ejectment 

cases particularly in the scheduled areas of the 
State may be made by the Field Officer's. 

2. Serious attempt no detect land ejectrnent 
against the interest of wealthier class people 
belonging to various castes and occupation of 
that area. Steps may be taken to see that the 
officers do not fall victim to various types of 
conspiracy against them by such people. 

6. Selection of panel pleader who is expected 
to represent the scheduled communities has 
never materialised and ,tihose who have been 
selected occasionally do not .(!onform to the 
standard implied in the rules i.e. young and 
energetic lawyers with enthusiasm to work. 

3. The procedure for sanction of legal aid has 
to be radically changed in order to make the 
scheme more effective. Funds may be placed 
at the subdivisioal level to make it convenient 

,,,. t!o sanctio~ ·as ar{d when necessary. · Thi.~ will 
benefit the scheduled communities who are 
involved in cases and the pleaders who may 
pers~e the cases with interest. 
4. Selection of panel pleader is vital to the 

success of the scheme. Hence, young pleaders 
who have just stepped to the procession wi1th 
enthusiasm to fight for such ca.ses maY, only .be 
selected. · 7. The pleaders at Subdivisional level do not 

eome forward to include themselves in the panel 
of pleaders for representing the land ejectment 
cases of scheduled caste and scheduled tribe 
people because of the v•ery low amount of fees 
prescribed by Government; Usually. they 
receive much more than that of the fees pres- 
eribed by Governmenf. 

8. Ultimately, payment and delay in sanction 
of legal aid compel the pleaders to collect their 
fees directly 'trom tlieir "c-lienf on contract basis. 
. · 9. The period of. trial ot land ejectment cases 
is prolonged for years and as a result oil which 
the scheduled caste and scheduled tribe people 
face -immense difficulties, 

5. In order that the benefit of the· scheme 
should reach the scheduled communities living in 
nhe most interior part of this state propaganda on 
a very wide scale is necessary. 'rhe Extension 
Officers and the V. L. W s can carry this right up 
to each of the village of the respective Blocks. 

t), The period of trial should not exceed six 
months in such cases to that the tribals and sche 
duled caste people do not fall victini to exploita 
tion by greedy pleaders and other types of 
officials. 

7. Restoration of the land may be made to the 
scheduled caste/tribe contestants because such 
land happen to be their only and the best source 
of levelihood. 

-..:...- 

-x...:... 
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Learning and Motivation 

Adhikari Srikanta Dash \ 
I. Defining . Education and Schooling 

Let us make a distinction between education 
and schooling. Education is a continuous, life 
long socialization process; heginning at birth 
and .ending only at death. 'Through education 
an individual learns his way -of life, adapts to 
his socio-cultural ecological environment, and 
achieves his life's personal and social goals. 
Schooling refers to a restricted aspect of educa 
tion. Schooling restricts education to those 

, processes of teaching and learning carried on at 
_specific times, in particular places outside the 
home, for a definite period of life, and by persons 

,i specially trained or prepared for the Lask. 
More than 50 per cent of Indians and more than 
65 per cent of the people of Orissa are Illiterate-« 
they have not gone to school. - But it does not 
mean that they have no education or they have 
not learned anything. 

Schooling is. a 'man-made' context of learning 
where the heterogeneous learning from life is 
turned i.nto a pattern of homogeneous learning 
that mirrors life. It would be more appro 
priate to say that schooling is a 'mind-made' 
context rather than a 'man-made' context of 
learning since educational reality is verbal and 
symbolic. Schooling represents reality in the 
medium of symbols. The basic purpose of 
education is that the pupil in the school should 
learn to know. Education expects a student to 
produce valid knowledge of a certain expected 
standard and the criterion of valid knowledge 
is decided by 'educational reality' tests. 

The structure of a given society or culture 
determines and decides the structure and con 
tents of its scbooling. The hierarchical struc- 

ture of schooling, the p.nocess of evaluation of 
outcome, ihe content and structure of the curri 
culum, the policies of selection and promotion, 
and all other things that are being included or 
excluded f1 om the school learning are a part of 
the structural components of a society. Thus 
the structure of a society ultimately decides 
what is to be taught and- how it should b~ 
taught to its members. 

Learning from Me is undoubtedly basic and 
very meaningful. No one questions about it. 
"Action-purpose-reason, is a totality and a life 
by itself' Learning from schooling, however, 
is not exactly meaningful in the same way as 
learning from-life. It can be made mcanlngful. 
but there can also be a· contextual separation 
between the act of learning and the reason or 
purpose of doing it. 

II. Basic Pdnciples of uarnlng 
In order to promote the learning process, it Is 

useful to keep _ in mind the following basic 
principles of learning. 

(1) Learning i~ an active process. T"ne child 
learns by doing. A child learns tliat 
things go info a container by putting 
tlhem in. 

(2) Learning proceeds from simple Io com 
plex. A child learns to take <things Hpart 
(because i,t's simpler) before he learns to 
put them Iogether. - 

(3) Leaming is enhanced 1:iy maturational 
readiness. Leaming the alphabet for a 
3-year old may take a full year; but for a 
6•year oliJ ii is fusl a matter of weeks. 

10 
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(4l, Learning 'is enhanced by meaning:hd 
practice, When a child is learning fo 
feed himself with a spoon, he needs many 
opportunities to handle the spoon and 
should be guided repeatedly. 

Organization promotes retention and 
application of learning. It is easier for 
a child to dress himself if his clothes are 
always in the same place, in the same 
order, and the same sequence of action is 
followed each :tiime. · - ~ 

(6) Positive-consequemces increase the likdi 
:iood that a behaviour will be repeated. 

~if a child wants to get his parent's atten 
tion by showing- a temper tantrum and 
the parents rush and respond promptly, 
he is likely to do it again. 

(7) Negative or neutral consequences decrease 
the likelihood that a behaviour will be 
repeated. If a child makes speech sounds 
but is-repeatedly ignored, his language' 
development will be delayed and he u:i-ay; 
gradually stop talking. 

(8) Imitation of others' behaviour promott'S 
learning. This sort· - of observational 
learning during early childhood is a very 
common phenomenon. - If a child obser 
ves a _P.l~ymate putting a wooden block 
into a cup, he is likely to do the - same 
without verbal instruction. 

,.. - (9) Concrete rewards and physical punish 
ment are not absolutely necessary for 
learning. A positive approach aims at 
using some verbal and non-verbal 
(gestural) reinforcers effectively Verbal 
reinf'orcers may take the form of: a small 
talk, suggestions and advice, challenges, 
personal comments -about child's -appear 
ance or performance, praise and approval, 
questions and requests, directions; expre- 
ssion of affection, a little smile or small 
joke suited to the child's level. Non-ver 
hal forms of reinforcement include look 
ing towards the child, a facial gesture like 
smiling or~ wink1:ng,- establishing eye con 
tact, standing .near the child, making 
physical contact (touching the child}, 
assistmg the child in difficult tasks, laugh- 

- ing with and listening to the child. 

r - 

1 
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IU~ - How is the Child Equipped to Learn 
- "Learning is a natural part of life. 'Every nor 
mal baby comes into· this "world with all the 
equipment he needs to learn. Without a teacher 

or a school-book, the infant begins learning 
from the moment he is born. If he is given the 
freedom to find out about his ·"vorld and the 
encouragement to do so, he will continue to learn 
for the rest of his life. If learning stops along 
the way, ~l is because the adults around the child 
have allowed his natural learning urge to suffo 
cate. Here is how a child is equipped to learn:- 

(a) Senses=-Every normal child is equipped 
with senses that -tell him about the world 
around him. He sees, hears, tastes, feels, 
and smells, and by doing so, learns what 
the objects and people around him are 
like. 

, (b) Muscles-An infant rarely lies still 
unless he is sleeping. It is almost impos 
sible to restrain a two-year old who ,s 
always climbing or running in the oppo 
site direction. This is how the ·,rHy young 
child learns what his muscles can do for 
him. During the first two years, most 
learning is sensori-motor by nature. 

(c) Curiosity-s-This is the push to learn. 
'Human beings are born with an "over 
whelming drive to find out about their 
world. When curiosity is given freedom 
to operate and leads to satisfying experi 
ences, it will grow with the child and 
keep him learning all his lite. 

(cl) Language-Language goes hand-in-hand 
with curiosity, As a child discovers 
things for himself, he wants to describe 
them, talk about them, ask questions 
about them. He wants a name for each 
object he handles. He wants to be able 
to tell other people what he does, how ,he 
feels, what he - thinks. 

(e) Organizing ability-The baby looks 
listens, sucks, tastes, smells, and feels the 
things around him.. He combines all this 
hard-earned experiences and produces a 
pattern in his mind which he can use in 
thinking. These patterns become maps 
of the world the baby knows. Each child 
develops his own patterns of behaviour 
and his own map of his environment. 
No - matter how old a person is, when he 
stops developing new maps of his experi 
ences, he stops learning. 

IV. Setting the Stage for Learning 
Every child has the following basic require 

ments for.his .self'-guided learning:- 
(1) Good health, proper - nutrition, adequate 

medical care, and plenty of affection; 
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t :~-d,2) A:n enriched, stimulating home and 
~ outside environment in which he can 

raove about freely and safely; 

(3} Plenty of time to explore, discover, and 
organize information gleaned from his 
excursions ·; 

(4) Motivating materials to encourage active 
involvement in the learning process and 
to help hdm understand his envlronment; 

(5) Freedom from anxiety, tension, or 
boredom; 

(6) Flexible scheduling of his daily routine; 

. (.7) Success in a hurry; 

(8) Plenty of time and opportunities for 
self-absorbed, socializing, and imagina 
liva play:; 

t9') Respect, acceptance, and approval for 
what he is and what he does; 

(10) Responsible adults to direct and challenge 
him to .do his best; 

· «11) Plenty of free choice to allow him to give 
:form and substance to his capabilities and 
practice in decision making; 

(12} Help in determining the limits of his own 
behaviour, building on privileges; 

(13) A place he can call his own-secret places 
into which he can curl to have a solitary 
moment for thinkrng and planning. 

V. How does a Child Learn ? 

All children have some natural methods oi • 
learning. Left to themselves, they will learn in 
the following ways i-> 

{lJ BY, exploring their environment with all 
their · senses; 

. (2) By trial and error or _learning by doing 
· and proflting by the mistakes; 

(3) Through pain and pleasure or externally 
imposed rewards and punishment; 

(4) By imitation or observational learning; 

(5) By participajlon or joining in the action; 

(6)' By communication through words, gestu- 
res, and symbols; 

VI. 0\Vhal. are. -~he -Cernerstones l)f Lea_rntar, tP 
' i. Ab~lity. ,t-0: obssrve and discover; 

:.l. Ability to compare _ 

3. Ability to organize 

4. Ability to anticipate results or coosequences 

5. Ability to solve problems 

7. Ability to make plans 

8. Ability to choose 

9. Ability to think-looking at as many facts 
as he knows about a subject, asking ques 
tions, choosing the best course of, action in 
finding answers, - arid reaching a decision. 

10. Ability, to adapt, adjust, accommodate, and 
cope. 

11. Ahilitf to create 

VII. What Does a Child N ecd to Learn ? 
1. To trut the world 

2. Knowing his own bocly-its care 1ifiif 
complications. 

3. Knowing f'amjliar objects in his 
environment. 

. -4:. Knowing the people arot\nu lilm 

5. Knowing about time 

(5. Knowing how to conquer fear and lia-vlng 
realistic fears. 

7. Knowing how to handle anger 

8. Knowing how to cope witfi failures an:cf 
frustrations. 

9. Accepting responsibility 

lO. Knowing how to achieve nersonal growUi 
-satisfaction with self and deriving pleas 
sure from one's own efforts l:lna.' 1a:chieve;, 
ments. 

VJJI. Learning Musf be R~al 

Every year thousands of clilldren are aropping 
out of our schools because they are Jailing or 
bored or they find that school-learnlng has little 
value for them or they fail to see · now sclioo1 
pla:ys an important role irr.fheir lives or t!t~y 
fose interest. Many of them remain :failures 
the rest of their lives-unable to find or hold joo's, 
t6 accept responsiliilities, to live satisfying lives. 
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To a: little child, or an older cluld . or a: college 
student, learning must be real, learning must be 
personally meaningful and . satisfying. The 
following -are the essentials to rnake the learning 
real: 

( 1) A rich environment 
- 

·, (2) Learning about the world 

(3) Learning about space 

(4) Learning about people 

(5) Learning about the way around 

(6) Learning about things we measure 

(7) Learning about numbers 

(8) Learning about time 

(9) Learning about days and seasons 

(10) Learning about everyday skills 

{11) Learning about common symbols 

(12) Learning to be resourceful 

IX. Leartng must be l\'IeaningfuJ, Lc., Buildlug 
on Ohiildren's Lives. 

1. Lea: mng must begin and grow a;t ho-ne, 

2. Parents are the child's first, foremost and 
the best teachers, 

3. Children must understand family relation 
ships. routines and events, 

healthy child wants to learn and will learn if the 
conditions around him are right for learning. 
Learning must be real, it must be rewarding, it 
must be related to the child's O\Vn world and il 
must be meaningful and self-satisfying. What 
is needed is the following : . ; 

·· (l) Pride of accomplishment=-a smile, an 
"approving nod, a few words of praise 
are usually enough to make a child try 
hard and complete the task. 

(2) Curiosity must be satisfied-parent, and 
teachers must put a child's natural 
curiosity lo work, not only by helping 
him find answers to his questions, bu~ 
by leading him into new, areas o't 
discovery. 

(3) Repetition makes a good experience 
betjer-s-it is important to repeat acti 
vities -that give pleasure to children. 
Repetition not only reinforces learning, 
but it can be sqothing as well. 

( 4) Feeling of being accepted bv the peet·s 
. and . teachers. is a . very powerful "reward 
and builds children's self confidence. 

(5) Negative reinforces should be avoided as 
far· as possible-punishment · creates 
barriers in comrnunication, spanking 
creates hatred; spanking also makes a 
child resentful, angry name-calling may 

· ··damag,: a child's self-esteem, spanking 
~ can have long range ·negative impacts. 

(6) Change behaviour through positive 
reinforcement-s-avoid punishment. 

4. Children must know about holidays, birth 
days, functions and ceremonies. 

- - •.... l 

XI. How cau Parents and Teachers help 
Children's Learning Process '.' 

X. Learning must be Rewarding 

The tragedy of most of our school dropouts 
and most of the children who later fail in school 
is that they arc born with the same abilities as 
the children who succeed. A natural curiosity 
drives all children to poke here and peer there 
in. an effort l'.o learn all they can. .AU · normal 
babies come into the world with senses to tell 
them about the people and objects around them _ 
and brains to sort out and use this knowledge. 
If learning stops as the child grows; it is usually 
because the adults around the child liave snuffed 
out his natural drive to learn and have allowed 
his natural learning urge lo suffocate. A 

1. By providing a safe, secure, stimulating 
atmosphere for learning. 

2. By gaining confidence of the child 
- . 

· 3: By hving the child for what 'he is and v, hat 
-- he does. - 

4. By talking and listening · to the chiHi 
patiently. 

5. By helping a child to control and regulate 
his own· behaviour. 

6. By becoming a: good example or an imitable 
"model". 
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Xll. Learning Problems of .the ·rnsad,antagetl 
.ChjJdren. 

Disadvantage is ~; psychological condition 
arising out of socio-environmental factors. A 
child may be disadvantaged (a) economically, 
(b) materially, (c) socially, (d) culturally, 
(e) educationally, {f) intellectually or (g) affece 
tionally { emotion & motivation). Almost all of 
our ST., SC, rural poor and urban slum chil 
dren are 0j,,r.thantaged in one or more of the 
above aspects. The "disadvantage syndrome" 
consists of the following pnoblems r: (1) Poverty, 
(2) High infant and child mortality, (3) Wide>;• 
pread malnutrition (PEM.), fl) Frequent and 
large number of pregnancies and depleted 
maternal health, (5) large households, (6) poor 
.health status of mothers and children and inade 
_quate health care • knowledge - and facilities, 
J7)· Unsatisfactory sanitation and w:1tcr-supply,, 
(8) Rapid population - growth, (9) High adult 
illiteracy, I !O) Low school enrollment, higher 
rates of failure, underachievement Imo dropout, 
'(11) Lack of · educational opportunities and 
equalities, (12). socio-economic in-equality and 
widespread income-disparity, (13) Cultural 
"taboos and - clevelopment-arresting customs. 
(1·4) Political instability, (15) Lack '6f social 
"ju . ..,tice, supression of socio-economic equity and 
degradation bf moral values, (16) Administra 
"five incapacity aha. 'delay ind (17) Widespread 
corruption. This "disadvantaged syndrome" 
can be applied to a group of people, to n state, 
or to a: country as a whole. 

Given the above state of affairs in our country, 
we can state here some of the most visible 
problems with our education system. 

(1) A widely held view is that disadvantaged 
children are unresponsive to schooling, 
i. e., they show p,oor .academic achieve 
rnent, fail and dropout. As· a · result, 
many thought, that these children nre at 
fault. It was as if the purpose of chil-: 
dren is to make Hie schools run or 
.become more effective ; rather than, Hie 
»urpose of schooling being to Iacilitate 
the development of children. This 
mistake compelled us to force the .majo 
rity of the disadvantaged children to 
ndapt, adjust and accommodate. to the 
schools at any cost. 

'(2) The present system o"f education in In'd'ia 
has not only failed to develop the b'asid 

-- academic skills in children," but also is 
. inculcating selr-understandlng and WOI;k~ 

attitudes required for adapting to · the 
society. 

[(3) There seems to Iie no meaningful rela 
tionship between what the children are 
being asked to learn in the school and 
what they will do when · they would 
come out of the education system: 
(Does not it show that the Tribal and 
other disadvantaged paren ts are more 
realistic in perceiving the uselessness of 
today's education system that is pr,!va 
lent in India ?) 

(4) The present system of education 
typically meets the educational needs of 
that minority of students ( the children 
of the elite) who would go to the college 
or university and completely neglects 
the needs of the majority of students 
(particularly the . disadvantaged) whio 
·wiil never go beyond High School. 

. . 
(5)- Very insufficient - attention has been 

given lo encouraging the development 
of skills through learning opponlunities 
outside the classroom or the school 
environment. Thus, there seems to be 
no continuity between the learning at 
home and- 1earning -at school. 

(6) The general public, and particularly the 
rural and the tribal people have not been 
given any chance in the formulation of 
educational policy -or in the develop 
ment 0f. school curricula. 

\ 

(7) The schools have failed in accomplish 
ing their roles as the custodian of the 
young. The children have very little 

· choice but to go to school and they very 
often resent it. At a time when their 
energies are at their highest, schools 

- - restrain- them -in narrow boundaries of - . 
time, .space and information. 

(8) There is growing tendency among. the 
teachers to spend less and less time 
with their students outside the class 
rooms ( even inside the classrooms 
also), __ 'f eachers' self-imposed. isolation 
- meansthat they know their students less 
well, understand them very little. 'I'his 
creates greater communication-gaps 
and increasing problems of discipline 
and control. 

\ 

} 
!. 
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(9) Th ~re is very little fo0tncd a-, well hS 

informal communication between the 
parents and the teachers, also. As a 
result, neither the home nor the school 
has as much control or influence on the 
children as it should normally have. 

(10) The Indian school and college curricula 
put a heavy emphasis on rote learning. 
Active learning ior student's full involve 
ment in the learning process has received 
a very low priority. 

(11) Pre-school education, which is extremely 
vital for the disadvantaged children in 
order to prepare them for the primary 
schools, is in a state of total chaos; with 
no national or state-level policy or 
guidelines. As a result, nursery schools 
are being treated as downward exten- 
sions of primary schools where heavy 
emphasis is laid on reading, writing, 
arithmatic, and home-tasks. 

(12) The schools have been asked to take 
increasing responsibility for the "total 
education" of children-a. responsibility 
shared in the past with parents, family, 
community, and local agencies. The 
schools do not seem to be carrying out 
ibis responsibility and it is quite obvious 
that they have very little time or resour 
ces on hand to do so. 

XIII. An Alternative Approaclb to Leamlug 
and Teaching. 

Those who have gone through the document 
"National )'ulin· on Education : 1986" and its 
previous blue-print "Challenge of Education : A 
Policy Perspective: 1985"; must have developed 
some genuine hopes as well as some serious 
doubts about what we need to achieve and what 
is contained in these two documents. I invite 
them to consider the following alternatives and 
search for such alternatives in the above 
'documents. 

(1) Who is involved in the Ieaminq process 
(Rules) ? Current practices give the impression 
as if the whole purpose of education is "teachers 
teaching" rather than "children learning". Even 
primary schools are so much preoccupied with 
the obsession -of 'completing the courses' that 
they do not bother whether ihe majority of 
' students are learning anything C1r not. An B. Ed. 
certificate is so rigidly required to become a 
teacher that 1110 one even bothers by what 
means that certificate has been acquired. 

. The alternative reform . requires that the 
emphasis - should be on "children [earning". 
Certification requirement should be abolished 
rigid rote d istinctions should be blurred, course 
completion requirements should be relaxed. 
Parents, teachers, administrators, scientists, 
writers, community members, and even students 
from the same class (peer-teaching) or higher 
classes-s-any one who likes to teach, has some 
thing to teach and feels competent to teach-> 
should be allowed to teach. 

{2) Wh(ll is learned (Curriculum) '? The 
current practice is the state or board or univer 
sity prescribed curricula, knowledge divided 
into narrow fragmented areas, and emphasis 
is exclusively on cognitive leaning (i.e. imparting 
the inf'onma tion or "training the brain"). · · 

The alternative reform requires a wide varia 
tkn in educational substance dictated largely 
by students' interests and developmental levels. 
It may include subjects currently taught in the 
school, but must encompass many other. subjects 
and cross-disciplinary areas. Equal emphasis 
should .be given to cognitive, affective, social, 
and vocational learning. 

(3) Why should ii be learned (Motfoalion)? 
The current practice rests purely on extrinsic 
motivation, i.e., to pass the examination in a 
good class and to get a certificate to fulfill the 
requirements and complete the courses. 

The alternative reform requires intrinsic 
motivation. :.e., learning because of interest or 
need to Iearn, to learn a skill or to acquire 
knowledge that is personally useful and satis 
fying, socially necessary. 

(4) How it is learned (Method of Leartutiq ? 
In the current practice, emphasis is on passive 
learning-reading and writing the teacher=« 
assigned tasks and listening to lectures. There 
is very little scope for pupil-participation, group 
discussion, and audio-visual presentation or 
work-based learning. 

The alternative reform requires heavy 
emphasis (,n active learning, Le., learninu by 
doing and experiencing through all the senses. 
The methods of learning should vary with 
corresponding variations in curricula. 

(5) Where should learning fake place ( Loca 
tion of Learning '? The current practice confines 
all learning activities mostly inside the class 
room. Though some practicals are there, they 
are very infrequent and dull. 
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The alternative reform requires wide varia 
tions in location of learning-private homes, 
farms, forests, markets, sea shore, factories, 
business organizations, governn1ent offices and 
libraries-any where there is a scope or chance to 
learn. Classroom-learning shoutd be an excep 
tion rather than a meticulous practice. 

(6) When should learning take place (Time of 
Learning)? The current practice is that lnsu uc 
tion 'is typically confined to school hours, which 
are again segmented into short-duration periods. 

The alternative reform requires that learning 
can take place anytime, anywhere; naturally 
and spontaneously, depending upon the nature 
of learning task and the interest of the students. 
Frequent scheduling and time segmentation are 
neither necessary nor helpful. 

(7) Who controls the Iearninq situation. 
(Authority)'? The current practice is that 
learning and teaching are absolutely and rigidly 
teacher-controlled. 

The abtcrnative reform requires that learning 
should be child-centred and child-controlled 
authority should be vested in students and 
curriculum should be mutually decided by the 
teachers and students. More emphasis should 
be given to students' choice rather than school 
determined or teacher directed learning. 

(8,) How should be the effect o] learning lested 
(Evaluation of Learninq)? The current practice 
is purely formal written examinations and very 
little practical demonstration. 

The alternative reform requires that the 
method of evaluation of learning should be 
skiill-performance-criterion, and competence. 
based, rather than being based on rote learning 
and recall only. 

(9) Who chooses the school: and is responsible 
for Learning ( Acdounlabilily)? The current 
practice allows little choice for children. There 
is no scope for accountability by anyone. Very 
often the student is blamed. 

The alternative reform requires that the 
student chooses the school and the subjects in 
consultation with parents and teachers. Accoun 
tability should be fixed on the teacher, the 
student, and the parents. 

(10). \V!wt should be the nature of student 
teacher interact'on (Relationship)? The current 
practice is that the teacher-student relationship 

is extremely formal and roles are prescribed 
and pre-specified. The teacher prescribes the 
course, teaches, tests, and evaluates the achieve 
ment of the student. 

The alternative reform requires that both 
teacher and student collaborate in formulating 
the courses and learning objectives as well a[{ 
methods of teaching-learning and evalution, 
Joint evalutions · of achievement should be 
allowed. The teacher-student relationships 
should become more informal and less role· 
prescribed. 

XIV. Concluding Cements 

Education and development of disadvantaged 
children (particularly, the S.T., 3.C., rural poor 
and urban slum) is a very complex and crucial 
problem confronting us almost 40 years after 
independence. During the past four decades 
our success stories are very c1lscouraging to 
provide us appreciable outcomes. 

Learning and intellectual development of ·a: 
disadvantaged child CANNOT be achieved 
without taking into consideration his health and 
nutritional status, his parental and family back .• 

· ground, his social and cultural miliue and 
moreover, his emotional and motivattonal 
strengths. T~ requires a multi-dimensional 
approach and a multi-disciplinary · effort. In 
this oontext I present here a personal experience 
briefly. 

I had an unique opportunity of working in 
. Tanzania (East Africa) from October, 1983 to 
September, 1984; as a Senior Lecturer in Psycho 
logy, Department of Behavioural Sciences, 
Faculty of Medicine. University of Dares Salaam. 
After independence in 1961, Tanzania became 
a socialistic country. Certain disciplines were 
thought as "Colonial-biased". So, at the 
University h:veJ these subjects wen: not taught. 
Psychology and Anthropology are two such 
subjects. ; Iowever, in the Faculty of Medicine, 
our Department of Behavioural Science 
encompassed six subjects with medical orienta 
tions and relevance. These are: Psychology, 
Anthropologv, Sociology, Economics, Business 
Administration, and Health Education.' We 
worked k•f!,dher- -as a single team. 

I ask this question to my learned audience 
now: For the education and development of 
the disadvantaged people in India; what is 
preventing us, that is, the fellow-researchers o'? 
these sister-disciplines to reach out, unite, and 
form a multi-disciplinary team [?; 

,.,,.. 
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Shifting Cuftip~~il?.~~--f!1~·~Qris$a ·~·-- - - 
with a case study aniong the ]uang 

8. 8. Mohanty 

SE_CTION QN.E 
Shifting cultivation is considered to be llie most 
ancient system of agriculture, datiGg back to the 
lower Neolithic period. Conklin (H'J7j P. l) 
defines shifting cultivation, in short, as any 
agricultural system in which fields are cleared 
by firing and are cropped discontinuously. 
Shifting· cultivation is also known as "field 
forest rotation" {Pelzer, quoted by Conklin, 
195.J). or "Slash and burn aaricullure as always 
involving the impermanent agricultural use of 
plots produced by the cutting hack and burning 
off of vegetative cover!' (Conklin, ibid) 

~- 

1· 
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Shifting cultivation 1s practised with some 
variations, throughout the tropical and sub 
tropical regions of the world. It is ~ stage in 
the evolution of agricultural !Pchniquc and 
preceeds plough cultivation. In the opinion uf 
Elwin shifting cultivation is a cultural stage in 
human progress. H can be assumed that almost 
all the races in some stage or other had resorted 
to this means of raising crops. Now, wherever 
topographic, climatic and socio-economic forces 
have not favoured technological progress in 
agriculture, shifting culthvaltion ir patch agricul 
ture persists. 

!The primitive ~:ultiyators bf aifierent countries 
call it in different names. lt is known as "farm 
ing" among the primitive folk of Weet 'Africa, 
and as "Sortage" in the French and 
Belgian Ardennes, It qo2s by the name of 
"Koholo" among the natives of South-East 
Soloman Islands. The Vedda of Ceylon call it 

"Chena'' and tre Burmese inll tribes · , as 
',Ta:ungya'. In [nllia shifting tultiv:ation; is 
extensively practised by the tribals of ~l .States. 
The nribes such as the 'N aga, the Serna N aga, 
the Lakher, the Mikir belonging to Nirth 
Eastern states practise shifting cultivation exten 
sively where it goes under the most popular 
name of jhum. In Madhya Pradesh shifting 
cultivation is carried on over: wide areas by the 
trilials. iA'.mong the important trilies ID;sociatecl 
with this system of cultivation are ; Korkus in 
Betul, Melghat 1ana the cra:gira: of :Chhind:w.a:ra 
and Hoshangabad Baigas in Mandla and 
Balaghat, Northern Drug and Bilaspur , Kamars 
of South Raipur, Korwas in Bilaspur and the 
Maria: in the Chanda. ~mong the Baiga; it 'is 
known as "Bewar", In Southern: states the 
Heddis of Hyderanaa, the liI'alugs nf- Paloncha 
and Y ellandu in \V arangal district, _Ko lams and 
Naikpods of Wsifanaa, Rajura and Utnur l:ra:lugs 
of Adilabad district practise shifting cultivation. 
Besides, the Koya of Gadavari valley and the 
Savara who chiefly inhabit the Salur, Parvatipur 
and Palkonda taluga of Vizagapatam district 
raise crops on Podu system. The Paraja who 
live by thei side of 11lhe Bagata in the Vizaga 
patam hills and plains have both shifting culti 
vannon and permanent rice field. The Dembo, 
an untouchnhle caste found in lhe \'izagaµatarn 
agency are mainly cultivators but tiu-y do Podu, 
On the Nilgiris platean Kurichtyas and other 
agricultural tribes carry on shifting cultivation, 
known as Punam cultivation in Waypaad 
Among the tribes following Punaru are Mulla 
Kurumhas, KIDimpolaus, /Ka:oers, fen Kurum~ 
liars and Kurumbar. . 
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Shifting Cultivation in Orissa : 

The tribes of Orissa practise shifting cul'tiva 
tion oxtensivelv since time immemorial ant; there 
are as many as 9 tribes namely the Koya, the 

1Paroja:, the Ga:d:ill~; the Bonde, the Dic[ayi, ,the ~ ..... 
Kondh, the Saora, the Juang and the Bhui.yan . . . . . . ,. ,.. 
who eke out their substinance chi.ef]y through divisions. Ir 1s known as 111Jang o~ ., unda Ctiasa 
shif'tinz cu"lti' tio It · k . n Ekon among the Bonda and as Lankapact8eenad among 

1 l ,.,; i _ va ~ n. lS . HO'-' as ,~ , 
Guda, Nala among the Juanp of J\eonjh::ff hills. the [Koya of Koraput district. Il'he oistrict-:w.ise 
trne Bhuiyan of B'onai S:uodiyision of Sundars distribution .,f tribes who practise shifting culli 
garh dis>trict and Bhuivan Pirh of, Keonjhar vation is given lielow, 

district call ii as Kaman, Birinq11 and Guda. 
~mong the Saora of Ganja:m ana Koraput 
districts it goes by 'the name Bagaaa, or Serban, 
The Dongria: Kondh of Niyamgiri hills of .Raya 
gada subdivision call it as Haru and a<; Rama by 
the Desia Kondh of ]Ra:irakhol and Bamra sun- 

TABLE I 
District-wise distribution of tribes practising shifting cultivation • 

Sl. Name of the Name of the Total popula- Approximate Percentage 

No. district tribe tion (1971 number pra- of Col. 5 
Census), ctsing shifting to Col. 4 

cultivation 

(I) (2) (3) (4) -- - (~ (6) 

.,~r -~~ 

1 Koraput .. Bonda 5,334 5,000 93,73 

Didayi 2,164 2,000 92·42 

Koya 58,912 57,000 96·75 

. Kondh 3,25, 144 2,32,000 71'35 

2Gad1tba 46,237 9,000 19·46 

Sacra , - 28,359 20,000 70·52 
- 

2 Ganjam Saora I, 19,262 79,000 66·24 

- 
3 Sundargarh .. Pauri Bhuiyan 58,822 15,000 25·50 

- - -. . , 
4 .J(eo.njhar - _ .. _ Pau_ri Bhuiyan . ._ -· ...•. - 5,5,995 _ - . 17,DQ0 30·35 

Juang - 12,372 11,000 88·91 

5 Phulbani .. Kondh 2,23,322 J ,95,000 87·31 

6 Kalabandi .. Kondh 1,14,644 33,000 28•78 

7 Sambalpur Kondh 25,612 12,002 46·86 
.. . - . 

8 Dhenkanal .. Bhuiy,m and Juang 15,885 4,410 27·76 

Total All tribes 10,92,064 6,91,412 63·31 
-- 
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Broadly speaking, every 14th among 
the trilials in 'the Sfa-ife 'is ff shifting 
cultivator ~ Thts _ .emphasises not only the 
acuteness of the problem ~_)llt also the extent to 
which it is resorted. IIi Kr.raput district as 
many as 6 tribes practise shifting cultivation and 
of these 6 tribes almost all the persons belong 
ing to the Bonda, Diclayi and Koya t·0mr>1Ltnities 
depend fully on sw idden cultiva'ti,m, Of the 
rest three tribes about 70 per cent each of the 
Kondh and the Saora still resort to shif'nug 
cultivati m as against 19 per cent of lhe Gadaba. 
In the district of Ganjam the r.;;,-.ora are the sole 
shifting cultivators like the Kondh of Kalahandi, 
Sarnbalpur and Pauri Bhuiyan of Sumh1rgarh. 
In the -Iistrict of Keonjhar and Dheukanal the 
'Juang and (the Bhuiyan practise shifting cum:" 
vation, their percentage being 1.0 • 95 in Keonjhar 
and 27 · 76 in Dhenkanal districts. Variations 
in climate, soil and other geo-pliysical charac 
teristies from region Io region in the State is 
iresponsible in the slight variation ir- ,fue techni 
ques of shifting cultivation adopted by tbe tribes 
inhabiting these regions. For example, the 
Bhuiyan and the Juang of "lorilwrn Orissa 
practise ploughing ;n the swirlden a-, the hill 
slope /is very gentle and contains more earth 
where as the Saora and the Koudh ,if SouthtTn 
0rissa till the soil by means of <>. hoc a'- the hill 
slope is Ivery stii and rugged and very poor in 
earrth lontent. The techniques of shifting 
cul tival ion in 0rissa evolves through 7 stages 
of operation such as selection ,,f sites. tree felling, 
and bush cleaning, firing, hoeing or ploughing 
sowing and dibbling, watching and finally 
harvesting. :f hoe culturist of Sourthern Orissa 
owns the sw idden plots inrlividu allv •o which he 
has the right to sell and mortga:ge, whereas 
in Northern 0rissa <the lanJ is communal!.y 
owned. Here, the decision of the cornrnunitv as 
a whole direct the operations like selection of 
site, selection of seed, choosing 1.he t.'me of 
sowing and harvesting. After the site is selected. 
clearing and tree felling starts during the 
months from January to March. The tribes of 
0rissa generally cut the !.re•', high above lhe 
ground leaving stumps about l to 3 feet high. 
These stumps I may also sprouf IH the second 
cutting. While cutting trees some important 
species are left out which supply flowers, fruits, 
leaves, etc. Also the Bhuiyan and the Juang pf 
Nor the rr. Orissa do not damage some big trees 
which lie on the border line of the s.vicl,kn, for 
identifying the boundary of the nlot _ This 
practice is [not followed among the Saora, ani:I 
the Kondh of Southern Orissai. UnliJfo the: 

tribes of Southern Orissa. tl,c Juang and ttre 
Bhuiyan of Bonai and [Keonjhar keep some 
trees standing in the swidden :6uf they 1ca:re 
eeither girdled or severely burnt at the base, so 
that they die during 'the course of the year 
resulting in a 'Ghost forests' of dead trees. 
These trees are used to serve as bean-stalk. The 
women are forbidden to take part in the jungle 
clearing among the Juaug and the Hhuiyan 
whereas; - there is no such restriction imposed 
with this work among ~tht. Saora and other tribes 
of Southern Orissa. 

When bh2 cut material has become suffici 
ently drv, generally in tile. middle or end of the 
~pril, the -trines· set [fire to it. The Juang and 
the Bhuiyan oi Keonjhar use the sacred I flre 
from the village dormitory to ignite the switlden 
unlike the Saora, the Knnrlh rind oilier tribal 
g~ofrps nr Southern Orissa ,,.•hn use only a 
match stick or lighted twig for this purpose. The 
tribes of Northern Orissa leave the ashes in sites 
but their counterparts in Southern Orissa spread 
these ashes evenly on the swidden. 

All the tribal communities of the state prepare 
the soil bed by means of l1'."lP or mal tack , But 
the gentle hill slopes of Keonjhar facilitates 
ploughing and the tribes resort to ;t. \Vhei-c 
ever ploughi.ng is not possible they use a hoe for 
digging the soil. Mixed crops of hill pliday, other, 
cereals, minor millets and pulses at:e gr;\vn in 
shifting cultivation. Besides a few varieties of 
vegetables are also planted in swrdrien hy the 
Ju~"g and the Bhuiyan of Keonjhar district, 
The Saora of Ganjam district cultivate turmeric 
in the swidricn. \:Veedmg is done when the 
crops attain knee lngh ar.rl when the 
crops start riping the people watch tliese spend 
in-g nights in the field-huts. f'rorn the depredation 
of wild ai1imals. The crops are then harvested 
Jn succession and generally it continues till the 
eiirl of-January_ -- Tfie~li.atvesttd- crops are thre 
shed in the threshing floor lalready prepared in 
the [swiddens: 

A patch of land is cultivated for one to three 
years af'tef which it is- abandoned till the trees 
arc - sufflciently · gro,v-n. up to admit a_,econrl 
felling.'> This~process-con-Unues until the soil is 
-exhausted and the parent-rock materials exposed' 
arid no further -growth is possible except proha 
hlv some thorny bushes and shrubs. The 
recuperative- cycle is of llonger duration varying 
from 10 to-12_-yeai:s_ in Northern Orissa whereas 
it is 4 to -e, -y.?_ars in Southern Ortssa. This shor 
toning of recuperative- cycle in Koraput and 
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Kalaff:i.n'di ,disfrict-na-s resulted in law yield of 
crops, rapid denudation, severe asoil degrada 
'tion and erosion. Today in many parts of Kora 
put, specifically on the Malkangiri subdivisiou 
where the incidence of culbvation 1s too seve re , 
hills completely barren with exposed parent rock 
materials are noticed. 

'Primitiye agriculture' as oescrioeo. liy ClarK 
Wissler "is a co-oper31tive effort HJ. whicb the 
community as a whole participates". It has 
promoted culture not merely by pi (,v~ding food 
to the prjrnitive but is also rc,ponsible for 
d_ojeiy-- knitting - and \discipline humanity itself 
by bringmg iridiV!idu-als- log;etn.E:l' - for- o1isccrving 
rituals and cremonies connected wHh agricul 
tural opera!ion. Among the Or,issan tribes the 
ritualistic aspects of axe culture exist among the 
Juang and the Bhuiyan of Keonjhar, among the 
Kutia Kondh of Phulbani, among :he Dongria 
Kondh of Niyamgiri hills and to certain extent 
among Ihe Roya of Koraput district. But the 
shifting cultivation practised by the Lanjia Saora 
of Ganjam dlstrict and the Gadaba, the Bonda, 
the- Paroja of- Koraput district_ has.no religious 
or mythol0gical significance. - 

yeaI'S.- He estimated . thalt about _ 12,770. sq. 
miles or about one fi!tli of tlie total 1ana surface 
in the State is affected by shiitir,~ cultivation 
and nearly one million tr,ibal people depend 
upon this method of rais~ng crops for their 
living. The table below shows jne areas affected 
by shifting cultivatri.on in various d~stricts of 
Onissa as estimated by Dr. H. F. Mooney. 

TABLE 2 
Area under shifting cultivarion as estimated by 

- .. - -- '· -[Jr. H.::F: Mooney 

Area unde.w;... shifting cultivalio.n 
- "' r -. - ' -· - ' ,-- - 

The :problem o'f shifting cultivation is, perhaps 
most acute in- Orissa than any other States in the 
Country. Although at present an acurate data 
oii'the-'areas··under shifting- cultivation is -not 
available, yet some rough estimates have been 
made. Beiore 1936 when the new State of 
Orissa was formed, this was not a matter of 
much concern· lo the administra:ti.on for the only 
locality where it was practiEed was in the 
Kandhamals and the tribes involved were the 
Kondh, the Savara of Gan jam · and Koraput 
'districts. ~,t that time the Kaya:, the Bonda and 
the Paroja were not included. The tract, inha 
bited by the Bhuiyan, the Juang and the Kancln 
in Keonjhar, Pallahara, Bonai, Bamara:, Raira 
khol and Kalahandi were included in the State 
in 1948. Thus the tract affected by Podu culti 
vation was JmlY, 300 _sq. miles in extent prior 
to 193{hvhere8.s it neca:me nearly 12,000 sq: miles 
in 1948. The population of tribes engaged in 
this type of cultivation was a'6out 10 Iaklis. 
In the pre-plan _periods, attempts were made to 
make an estimate of -the area: uncler · sliiftlng 
cultivation in the State. Dr. H.F. Mooney wlio 
had worked as Forest Advisor to Ex-States a:n'ff 
subsequently as conservator of 1!.jo'rests, Orissll 
had an experience of Orissa 'forests for about 25 

SJ._ Name of the 
No. - . district:: - . 

(1) (2) 

-·- 
Keo njhar 

2 Sundergarh 

3 Dhenkanal 

4 Sambalpur 

5 Kalahandi 

Area in Dependant 
sq. mite&- - - tribes · 

(3) (4) 

_ 6. Ga~a_n1. 

7 Koraput 

460 Bhulyan 
Juang 

300 Bhuiyan 
Erenga Kolha . 

100 Bhuiyan 

410 Bhuiyan 
Kandh 

2,000 Munda 
Kutia 
Kamara 
Bhunjia 
Kandh 
Saara 
Jat~p_u 
Kandh 

• 

4 530 

5,000 
Savara 
Jatapu 
Paroja 
Ga:laba 
Koya 
Others 

- - 12, '770 -Sq.- miles · · 

8,17,280 acres 

A comparative statement relating to aieas under 
shifting cultivation of different States and Union 

- territories -:given below shows that the Incidence 
of shifting-cmlti_vatio11:_·and the populati_on-affe_cted_ is 
maximum in Orissa as compared with other States. 
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TABLE~- ,.... - -- - ,----. 

Area affected by shifting cultivation in different: States of the· Indian· Union 

Name of the Statej 
Territories 

Number of tribal 
communities 
p actif,i:1g 
shifting 

cultivation 

Number-of, 
households 

Total tribal 
'population 

Total land 
utilised for 
shifting 

cultivation 
(in acres) 

(1) 

Assam 

Orissa 
Bihar 
Manipur 

Tripura 

9 

20 

5 

(3)' (4) 

.1;94,000 ,- 9,70,000 
2,00,000· 10,CO,COJ 

23,000 1,15,000 
36,00) 1,83,000 

19,100 95,500 

(5) 

5,12,000 

4,00,COO 

400 

54,000 

1,16,900 

Source-Shitting Cultivation in India, 1958, 1. C. A. R., P. 4-5 

'A'. comparison of the figures quoted oy I. C. A. 
R. and Dr. Mooney shows that there is "discri 
pancy to the extent 'one ;s about double the 
other. 

The Institute · of Francis, Pondicherry, India 
have prepared the vegetation maps of India: from 
which faiely acurate information regarding the 
extent of lancl urider shifting cultivation can be 
found out. The Tribal and Harijan Research 
cum-Training Institute,' Government of Orissa 
Lock up these exercises by measuring the patches 
shown in the map under shifting cultivation in 

different vegetational zones and found out tliaf 
the area 11,I!,d~x: shifting culliY.atio.n /to lie a:lfout 
2C:>79333-534 hectares or '25793·335 sq. kms. 
Thus, about 17 per cent of the total 
gfogrnphical area of'the State is affected J:i"y 
shifting cultivation. The coverage under shift 
ing cultivatlon as stated here :nciudes not ,,nlYj 
the swidden plots but also immediate adjacent 
areas which are seriously affected by the prac 
tice of shifting cultivation. rI'he hectarage 
under shifting cultivation in different vegeta 
tional zones is given in Table 4 . 

TABLE 4 

Areas under shifting cultivation in different vegetational zones 

, ·SI. 
No. 
(I) 

Vegetational zones Area in 
hectares 

(2) (3) 

I Moist vegetation type SHOREA-TERMINALTA-ADINA-Series 
2 Moist vegetation type SHOREA-SYZYGJUM-OPERCULATUM-·Series 
3 Dry vegetation type SHOREA-BUCHANANIA-CLEISTANTHUS-Series 
4 Dry .vegetation type ~TERMINALIA--ANDGEJSSOS_:_CLEISTANTHUS- 

Series. 
5 Moist vegetation type TOONA-GARUGA-Series 

6 Dry vegetation type TECTONA-TERMINALIA-Series 

13,67,517 937 

5,21,741 ·561 

2,65,377·482 

33,536·308 

83,840·770 

2, 77,319·476 

Total 25,79,333·534 

f 
' 

Source -- Tribal & Harijan Research•c~m-Traihing I~stitute 
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tThc land uniler 'shifting cultivation :wil:i,iu 
the sub-plan area: is 2,222,705 · 028 hectares or 
22,227 • 05 sq. kms, which: means that about 32 
per cent of the sub-plan area of the State is 
covered under shifting cultivation. More. than 
90% of this coverage is in the sub-plan area 
of S,n;thern t0rissa and less than 10% in the 
corresponding area of Northern Or'::;sa. 

/ 

Shifting cultivation is present in 7 out of 13 
districts !or Orissa. About 50 % of total area 
under shifting cultivation is found in Koraput 
'district only. The district-wise distribution of 
land under shifting cultivat~on is given below. 

TABLE 5 

Vind under shifting culti·vation in different 
districts of the State 

(Sub-plan area) 

SL 
No. 

Di<strict 
·, - ~ 

' --- ) 

Area in 
·· Sg. Kms. . 
' :-:_ {1f" 

\ 
' 

Korar:ut 

2 Phulbani 

3 Kalahandi 

5 Sambalput · · -:- 

6 Kecnjnar 

7 S~udargarh 

Total 

~ ----- - .......• - 

I0,973·17 
(49·36) .. 

',668'9-l 
(25"51) 

_1,0_76·82 
(4·84) 

2,354'00 
-· (!0·59) 

12·89 
(0·06) 

L296·3I 
(5·83) 

844·ii6 
(3·8i) 

22,226·99 

SECTION TWO 
A ·case study' of· shif,ting culliv~ition 

This case study is related to the shifting culti 
vation as practised by Kalandi Juang of Karlali 
badi village of Bansapal Block of Keonjhar 
district. In the year 1981, Kalandi Juang carried 
on shifting cultivation on three hills: that is, 
Uncha diha, Telchua & Kukurchua. 'l'he 
distance of these bills from his village and acer 
::ige under cultivation is furnished in Table 1. 

.TABLE 1 

Distance of the hills and ;;~a ofswiddens 

SL Name of the 
No:. hill 

- (1) (2) 

Unchadiha 
',.._ 

2 Telchua 
3 Kukur chua 

'According to the report on Erosion Assessment 
of Orissa (Form Erts-l , satelite Imagery, 1975) 
prepared by State Soil Conservation Organiza 
tion, Directorate of Agriculture, Government of 
Orissa, the area which is subjected to very 
severe erosion as a result of ' shifting cultivation 
is estimated at 3,269,120 hectares or 8,172,800 
acres or· 12,770 sq. miles. Since this area 
includes hill slopes, pediment slopes, and rock 
outcrops, the actual land under shifting cultiva 
tion may be less. But lacking accurate data ,t 
'is difficult to say correctly how much land is 
presently under active shif'tinz cu1tivation. 

Area under shif.ting cultivation ill Keonjhal' 
dlstrlct; 
The State Soil Oonservation Department of 

Government of Orissa has assessed the area 
under shifting cultivation by manual interpreta 
tion of ERTS-1 (Land sat-II) B. ,I'; W. imagery 
in the scale of 1,250,000 of _MSS 5. The area 
which - are. included for analysis r-onsists of hills 
devoid of forest vegelation due to shift,ing culti 
vation. In addition artificial straight regular 
parcelling without vegetation in a hilly blocks are 
also. included as it confirms the axsumption that 
the destruction of vegetation ;1a•; been done with 
hio lic -interference for 'shifting cultivation. The 
area under shifting cultivation thus. determined 
comes to 35,999 • 50 hectares in- fhe 1{eonjhar 
district. - - · · 

Location of the ; . 
· -plots 

0) 

No. of - - Year of 
plots cultivation 

(4) (5) 

Approx. 
Acerage 

~) 
,\ 

l 
Distance of'. 
the hills from 
the village 
in K.ms. · 

(6) 

Hi 11 tcp to bottom 
Hill top to bottom 
Hill top to bottom 

I 
1 

1st 
2nd 
2nd 

o-so 
1·00 
0·50 2 
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. He \took up shifting cultivation in three hills, 
the Uncha diha hill was under first year of culti 
vation after a lapse of 7 years and the other two 
hills under second year of cultivation. The 
crops grown in different swjdden plots and the 
quantity of seeds sown and the yeild of each 
crops is ginn in table 2. 

TABLE 2 
Crops grown in Unchadiha hill with the quantity of 

seeds sown and yield 

SI. Name of the 
o. crops 

(1) (2) 

Quantity of 
seeds sown 
in Kg.( No. 

(3) 

Yield 
in Kg./No. 

(4) 

1 Ra:;i 

2 Boita 
3 Tumba 

6 

20 Nos. 
20 Nos. 

50 

10 

TABLE 3 
Crops grown in Telchua hill with the quantity of 

seeds sown and yield 

SL N ame of the 
No. crops · 

(l) (2) 

Quantity of see.js 
sown in Kg. 

(3) 

Yield 
in Kg. 

(4) 

1 Paddy 
2 Ragi 
3 Harada 
4 Rooma (Pulse) 
5 Kangu 
6 Jali 
7 Kathia 

TABLE 4 
Crops grown in Kukurchua hill with the quantity 

of seeds sown and yield 

' 

30 
o-s 
l 

0·5 
0·5 
0·5 
0·2 

80 
40 
5 
4 

10 
20 
8 

SL Name of 
No. the crops 

(1) (2) 

Quantity of 
seeds sown in 

Kg./No. 
(3) 

Yield in 
Kg./No. 

(4) 

1 Paddy 
2 Ragi 
3 Gangei 
4 Harada 
5 Kakudi 
6 Roo ma 
7 Kangu 

25 
0·5 
0·5 

1 
20 Nos. 

O·I 
0·1 

100 
30 
20 
5 

60 No&. 
5 
8 

Kalandi Juang said that in the first year they 
only grow Rasi in the swidden since the plot 
under first year is not suitable for paddy culti 
vation. The explanation given for this is that 
in first year of cultivation weerls come up in a 
large scale and cause harm to paddy plants. It 
is very difficult to check the growth of weeds in 
the first year. Therefore, in the second year 
ihey take up paddy culbivation extensively along 
with other cereals, minor millets and pulses. 
In case of some swiddens in the third year an 
indigenous va riety of cerial called "i alli is grown. 
The patch of sw idden is then abandoned for 
recuperation. Kalandi Juang to.n that they 
select the swiddens in such a way that in every 
year they should have the opportunity of 
rrov::ng all types of cnops. This means that in 
every year they clear a patch for. first year 
cultivation alongwith two or more plots for 
second yP:,r cultivation. 

Economics of shifting cultivation 

Kalandi Juang is of the opinion that the 
activities relating to swidden cultivation is vel'Y] 
ardous in nature and as such either one has to 
em ploy- casual labourers or ,,. or k round the 
clock along with all the family n.embers. The 
family members of Kalandi Juang consists of his 
wife and two sons. His youngest son is now 
reading in class IV in the Asrama school located 
at Gonasika. 

Kalandi cleared a patch in Uncha diha hill for 
first year Rasi cultivation where lie and lils son 
worked for 30 days for cutting big frees. Then, 
both of thorn worked for abou: 90 clays for 
clearing bushes and the site. Thereafrer he 
took about 15 days for sowing seeds and about 
10 days for the preparation of threshing floor 
and harvesting of Rasi. 

In Telchua hill, after the first year harvest 
the wife of Kalandi :took about 30 days for 
debushing and clearing of de. Thereafter 
Kalandi ploughed the field twice wh ich took 
about 15 days. For weeding, Kalandi, his wife 
and his son worked for ahout one and half 
months and for C harvesting these three persons 
took 15 clays time. 

In Kukurchua hill the wife of Kalandi tonk 
about 1 fl davs for bush clearing. Then Kalandi 
worked for about 7 .lays for ploughing and 
-;owing seeds. In weeding operation Ihc wife of 
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Kalandi worked for 20 days. Finally the 
entire family harvested the crops within 12 days 
time Table 5 gives the money value of 11:lhe 
labour put to shifting cultivation by the, family 
members of Kalandi Juang. As per the local 
wage rate an adult mah! or female ~Ci'> Rs. ,1 
per day and a child gets Rs. 2.50 p,·r days besides 
some food. 

TABLE 5 
Money value of the labour input 

Items of work 

(1) 

No. of 
mandays 
engaged 

(2) 

Money 
value 

(in Rs.) 
(3) 

Tree felling, Forest clearing .. 601 
3o r 105 420 
15J 

Ploughing, hoeing 
sowing. · 

cW~eding- , 

Harvesting 

Total 

and .. 1801 
15 I 
15 r 211 868 
7J 

~ ~. : l 35.1 r 155 620 
20J 

101 45 91 364 
36J ------ 

568 2,272 

c~·~ 

The price of different types of seeds sown by. 
Kalandi Juang in shifting cultivation is given 
below in Table 6. 

TABLE 6 
Money value of seeds grown in shifting cultivation 

Sl. Typ,e of seed Quantity Money 
No. grown value 

in Kg./Nos. in Rs. 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 

1 Paddy 55 35 

2 Rasi .. 6 12 

3 Mandia 1 1 I .. I 4 Harada 2 4 

5 Rooma 0·4 0·70 \ 
~ \. 

6 Kangu 0·6 1-20 ~ 
7 Jali 0·5 o-so 
8 Kathia 0·3 0·50 

9 Gangei O·S 0·5u 

10 Boita Alu 20 nos. 

11 Tunka 20 nos. -- 
Total Rs. 55·40 

The expenditure on shifting cultivation, thus 
comes to ( R9. 2,272+Rs. 55·40) Rs. 2,327·40. The 
money value of different crops produced in shifting 
cultivation is given in table 7. 

TABLE 7 
Money value of the crops grown in shifting cultivation 

Si. Crops 
No, 
(1) (2) 

1 Paddy 
2 Rasi 
3 Mandia 
4 Harada 
5 Roorna 
6 Kangu 
7 Jali 
8 Kathia 
9 Gangei 

10 Boita Alu 
ll Tunka 

Total 

Quantity of 
yield in Kg. in Rs. 

(3) 

180 
50 
70 
10 
9 

18 
20 
8 

20 

Harvest price Money value 
per Kg. in Rs. in Rs. 

(4) (5) 

1 180 

2 100 
1 70 
2 20 
2 18 
2 36 
1 20 · 
2 16 
1 20 

10 nos. 
---- ------------------ 

480 
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From the above table it is seen that the money 
value of the yield o! different crops grown in 
shifting cultivation is only 1-!s. 420 which is 
very less. To gelt this income Kalandi Juang 
invested Rs. 2.327 •40, thus Incurring a: loss of 
Rs. 1,847 · 40. This proves the fact that now ~ 
days shifting cultivation i:,, not profltahle. But 
Kalandi Juang, who argued otherwise, said 
that the labour component ,, hich accounts for 
97 per cent of the total investment should not 
be included in the expenditure side as he did 
not employ any outside labourer. However, he 
agreed that the turn out from shifting cultiva 
tion these days is not that good as it was m the 
past. 

Kalandi Juang possesses three small plots of 
wet land roughly about Ac; 0 • 25 dee, 

In these plots only paddy is cultivated once in 
a year. He cultivated high yielding paddy' in 
two plots and local paddy in the third plot. 
Kalandi said that he took seven days for plough 
ing seed bed and sowing seeds. Then, after the 
seedlings were raised he look up ploughing 
which took nearly eight days. For transplanta 
tion of seedlings four persons worked for two 
days. In this work he employed n,1e lobourer 
Ito assist them. He said that he did not take up 
weeding in the paddy field. Afkr the crops 
ripen he along with his wife and son worked 
for ten clays for harvesting and threshing the 
crop. The money value of the amount d labour 
which was put for growing paddy is fiven in 
the following table, 

TABLE 8 
Money value of the labour input in wet cultivation 

Items of work 

(1) 

Preparation of seed bed a.id raising of seedlings 

Ploughing 

Trar.splantat ion 

Harvesting and Threshing 

Number of M-,ey value 
man days in Rs. 

(2) (3) 

7 28 

8 32 

10 40 

10 40 

35 140 

The quantity and the price of seeds used for paddy cultivation is given below: 

l TABLE 9 
Money value of the amount of seeds grown 

Variety 

(I) 

Quantiy used 
in Kg. 

(2) 

Money value 
in Rs. 

{3) 

Highyielding 

Local 

5 

5 

s, 
5 

IO 10 
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The expenditure on wet c rltivation thus comes to (Rs. 140+Rs. 10) Rs. 150. The yield of 

different varieties of paddy is given below: 

TABLE 10 

Yield of paddy grown iii wet cultivation 

variety Yield in Kg. Money value i:1 Rs. 

High yielding 
Local 

Total 

200 200 

50 50 

250 250 
ti 

the shifting cultivation with wet \ 
-" 

In ordet to draw any conclusion it is necessary to compare 
cultivation. Table 11 gives the comparison on certain items. - - 

TABLE 11 
Shifting Cultivation Vrs. Wet Cultivation 

Items of comparison Shfting 
cultivation 

Wet 
cultivation 

(1) (2) (3) 

i 
1· 
I 

Amount of seed required per acre 

Amount of labour required per acre 

Yield per acre 

30 

1,136 

240 

20 

280 

500 

The above table which is self explanatory clearly reveals that in Shifting cultivation the requirement 
of seed and labour per acre is much high in comparison to what is required for the same amount of 
land in Wet cultivation. But the yield per acre in Shifting cultivation is much less than that of 
the Wet cultivation. Here, in Shifting cultivation Kalandi has to invest labour 4 times more than 
what he invested in Wet cultivation to get an income which is just half of the amount he got in 
Wet cultivation. 

1. Elwin, Verrier, 1948 

2. Nag D. S., 1958 

3. Patnaik, N., 1977 

4. Tripathy, D. P ., 1958 

5. 1940 
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Constraints 
for Formal 

> 

• 
in Tribal 
Education 

· During the past few decades social sciences, 
namely, Anthropology, Sociology, Psychology 
and Linguistics have devoted considerable 
attention to understanding the education of the 
weaker sections in contemporary India from 

•ctifferent view· points. Sociology, Psychology 
and Linguistics have concentrated on sociologi 
cal, psychological and linguistic problems res 
pectively which affect education in one way or 
the other. However, Anthropology, the holistic 
social science, has endeavoured to hring to fore 
the ensemble of socio-cultural facts that impinge 
on and impede formal education among ethnic 
minorities. Not withstanding official ideologies 
it is undoubtedly doubtful if due attention has 
been paid to the socio-cultural facts while 
designing the system of education for the 
young children among th: ethnic minorities. 

Schools run by Education and Harijan and 
Tribal \V elf'are Department for tribal children 
impart education and evaluate the fresh tribal 
educates in no special manner and assign them 
different standards. From this it is evident that 
educations and educational bureaucrats tend to 
view these processes of educational selection 
and allocation as rational and do not heed the 
socio-cultural ar.d historical facts, although it is 
common place knowledge that variety of overt 
and covert facts such as ethnic background, 
socio-cultural self-image, techno-economic stand- 
ards and parental education-are powerful deter 
minants of educational attainment. 

lulture 

N. K. Behura 

and is committed to providing wide spread 
· educational opportunities to all its cilizens 
since .the enforcement of the Constitution of free 
India, that is since 2Gth January 1950. 
In recognition of the signiflca-ice of education 
for rapid social transformation, the f ounding 
fathers nf Indian Constitution have made provi 
sion for the education of the Citizens of India 
under Articles~29,30,45 and 46. Under the 
Directive Principles tof State Policy, the Article 
45 slates: 

The State shall endeavour to provide within 
a period of ten years from the commence 
ment of this Constitution, for free and com 
pulsory education for all children un,til they 
complete the age of fourteen years. 

And with regard to the education of the 
Scheduled Tribes the Article 46 states : 

India, a developing country, is wedded to 
secular, demooratic and socialistic principles, 

The State shall promote with special care the 
educational awl economic interests of weaker 
sections of the people and, in particular, of 
the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes and 
shall protect them from social injustice and all 
forms of exploitation. 

'Education' being a State subject the onus of 
er; urational development rests •)n. the States. 
Th« Siate Governments indeed have been lay 
iruz special emphasis on the provision of free 
and universal education for all tribal children 
up to the age of fourteen years during the vari- 

·ous Five-Years Plans. Despite these endea 
vours actual achievement in the educational 
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front of tribal children is not very encouraging 
For instance, in Orissa literacy among Schedul 
ed T'ribes b 9 • 5 per · -nt. whereas the percent- 
age of literacy m the State is 26 -18 as 
against the percentage of 29--11i in the 
country. And among the tribals as the case 
with non- tribals ,the rate of literacy is lligher 
for mates than for the Iemales. The literacy 
rate of .he tribal women is .:1 mere 2 · (i per cent 
as again ,t 1 ;3 • 9 per cent among the general 
population in Orissa as per 1971 census. 

India is a multilingual, Multi-ethnic and 
multi-cultural country. A total of 1,652 mother 
tongues had been listed by 1961 Census of India. 
This is in any case a bewildcriaz numhe r. J-I,,w 
ever, one cannot deny the existence of a little 
over 400 languages with Innumerable dialects, 
sociolects. registers and styles ; and thev are 
divided between four language families. 

In India there are [en major scritit svslems and 
a number of minor ones. All these have contri 
buted to the perpetuation of Iinguistic/culrural 
identities. Language a!< the vehicle .if culture 
is very crucial for education. 

India has a: hierachical Society. Knowle.lg« 
and education has remained as the pre serve and 
prerogative for the linguistic majorities excep 
ting lmguistic minorities who were apostates, 
A microscopic agglomerate of Indians, who were 
the link between the British rulers and tlie 
native subjects, became the benr+iciaries of 
formal «ducation and enjoyed high .,cwia! posi 
~ion and wealth consequent to it. 

Lack of access to formal education has left a 
large majority of people in India illiterate. 
Nearly seventy per cent of people in India are 
illrterate. The governing elites consider them 
selves as ihe repository of ideals and values, 
and expect others to emulate them. They, 
however, fail to recognize the existence 0f 
different cultural ethoses in a complex society 
. like .India, · They" regard· all those who lack 
education and are traditional as some what 
deficient. This idea has, by and large, perco 
lated into the economic and educational plann 
ing processes. Consequently, this deficit model 

• has become the major stumbling-block for 
progress. For instance, by rejecting the 
language and culture of the tribal student as 
inferior, the present system creates a low self 
image in him, which nip Sth in bud liis interest 
and geist. 

While discussing the educational problem» 
of tribal children it is imperative to understand 
in nutshell the structure of tribal societies and 
the nature of tribal cultures. In India there 
is a perplexing variety of 427 Scheduled tribes; 
out of which there are ti2 in Orissa. They 
generally inhabit in forests. hills, plateaus and 
nuturally isolated regions: and hence fire vari 
ously designated as Vanya Jati (forest caste), 
Vanvasi (forest inhabitants), Girijana (hill 
people), Adimjati (primitive castes), Janjati 
(Folk communities), Adivasi (Original settlers) 
and several such other norneuclatures wb.ich 
signify either their ecological-economic or 
historical cultural characteristics. 

According to the rn71 Ccusn-i, :he total 
strength of the tribal communities comes to 
approximately 38 million which co ns ti tutes 
6 · 94 per cenil of the total Indian Popu 
lation. These tribal communities live in 
ecologically marginal areas and are of different 
race, language, economy and levels of socio 
cultural integration. Considering the general 
features of their eco-systern, traditional economy, 
supernatural beliefs and practices and impact 
of modernization, the tribes of India may be 
classified mto several categories, namely 
(1) Hunler-gatherers,-(2) Shifting-cultivators and 
horticulturists, (3) Plain land cultivators, 
(:1.) Primitive arfisans, ( 5) Cattle-headers, and 
(6) Industrial-urban workers. Each category of 
tribes has .a distinct style of life which could 
best be understood in the historical and ecologi 
cal contexts. Historical and ecologi.cal contexts 
indeed help in understanding the culture in 
right perspective. Knowledge of tribal culture 
is indispensable for preparation of effective 
economic and educational development plans 
for the tribal communities as these are drawn 
up by non-tribals. Development plans prepar 
ed in disregard of cultural matrices are likely 
to flounder. 

. .. 

Culture of a community has got to be studied 
so as to find out growth-negative and growth- 
positive elements in :t; and particularly, with 
regard to educational development such an 
exercise is not only necessary but also un 
avoidable. The system of education which is 
operative in India is by and large a: western 
model, specifically a British one. The British 
had introduced their system of education in 
India with a view lo creating an elite class in 

..J Indian society who would assist and interprete 
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the British administration. This system of edu- 
-cation has no doubt been modified from time to 
time since -independence, but the core structure 
still- persists. Most of the castes and some of 
the tribal communities have succeeded in arti 
culating with the prevailing system of educa 
tion, and _their performance are not unsatis 
factory; but the achievement of most other 
tribal communities. by and large, is inadequate. 

'·In this context it r -i-s imperative to discuss 
those features of tribal cultures that are repugn 
ant to and those others that are compatible 
with the on-going system of formal education. 
Tr.ere ar-e certain constraints in tribal culture 
which ·render difficult spreading in formal edu 
cation - among- the tribes. Tribal eco-systems or 
habitats constitute a major constraint that pre 
vents generation of any zeal for formal educa 
tion. Analysis of a culture always begins with 
the examination of the physical environment or 
habitat which has shaped it. Culture is invari 
ably shaped and reshaped by its specific physi 
cal world, that is, the eco-system. 'I'ribal eco 
systms or habitats are mostly forest and hilly 
areas as well as plateaus and naturally issolated 
regions. Geophysically tribal habitats have 
certain distinguishing characteristics. Each 
tribal habitat is picturesque being abound with 
which the culture of the natives is intimately 
associated. The dense vegetational cover around 
the settlement consisting of deciduous and ever 
green plants and creepers regularly yield fruits, 
nuts. tubers, juice, timber, fuel, flex, fodder, 
greens. leaves, medicines, resin, lac, shells, 
beads, seeds. fibres and a variety of other mate 
rials. For the tribal the forest is the perennial 
sour~e of food, drink, shelter, pleasure, pastime 
and sport. "In other words the forest is rich m 
all the materials that man needs for survival. 
The vast verdant expanse of forest, its pristine 
glory, the roars, howls and growl of earnlvours, 
scheams, snarls and wheezes of herbivours, 
chirps and songs of birds, rumblings of the wind 
and clutter of the streams not only constantly 
break the monotony of the forest entice but also 
fascinate the tribal perpetually. 

The glamour of tribal habitat is so strong 
that the tribal child right from infancy remains 
submerged and inebriated in the spendour and 
vehemence of its richness and scenic beauty. 
'C erp _ quickly he becomes an I inextricable part 
of his '-habitat through apprehension of the 
sleepy hillocks, undulating plateaus, rolling 
ridges, girdled by chains of tortuous streams 
and rivulets and the medley of flora: and fauna: 
In the labyrinth of the forest. The tribal child, 

living with his parents .in the village, is gradu 
ally exposed to the total environment around, 
and his knowledge of the habitat steadily in 
creases as he develops an intimate relationship 
with it. 

As compared to ,the home atmosphere the 
scene and composition of the school are very 
much different from each other. When the 
tribal child comes to school he finds himself in 
an altogether different world. He is periodically 
separated from the company of his usual peers, 
and on the contrary, asked to adjust to the 
discipline of the school. He disdains the sudden 
curtailment of his freedom. In addition to this, 
the village school teacher who is most often a 
non-tribal, and even if he is a .tribal, he belongs 
to a -different tribe, and unable lo speak the 
language-of the tribal child; and the latter is 
generally a monolingual. The home culture of 
the tribal child and the school culture run al 
most parallel to each other, and hardly there is 
any meeting point between them. Therefore, 
the tribal child becomes nonplus and initially 
loses normal composure in the school atmos 
phere.• 

It takes one to the second contraint, that is 
the tribal language with regard to formal educa 
tion. Culture and language are inseparable. 
Language is a part, product and vehicle of 
culture, A child's informal education and tlie 
process of enculturation are accomplished 
through its mother-tongue. Hence, a child's 
cognitive system is in perfect correlation witH 
its language system, and, as such, its recepti 
vity is higher when he is taught in its mother 
tongue. Culture and language, both facilitate 
communication, and also function -as barriers in: 
the context of inter-culture and inter-language 
if they are structurally different from those of 
the natives. Each language constitutes a: 
distinct system with a unique configuration ot 
its phonological, morphological, semantic, 
syntactic · and symbolic sub-systems. And 
although, a language does not restrict the 
thought pattern of its speakers to the 
structure of the language, it certainly shapes 
their conceptualization of all sorts of pheno 
mena, both natural and socio-cultural. 

The dilf'erence between the home language and 
the school language is a major barrier for young 
tribal educants. If the language, the tribal child 
brings to- the class room, is derided and stig 
matised and no academic-strategy is adopted for 
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forgiving the pre-primary and primary students, 
due competence in the school language students, 
then they are bound to develop an inferiorlty 
complex and low self-image. 

Tribes of India belong to four language fami 
lies, namely, (a) Indo-European, lb) Tibeto 
Chinese, (c) Austro-Asiatic, and (d) Dravidian, 
Typologically each language family is distinct 
from others. Languages belonging to a: langu 
age family are generalogically related and there 
fore communication betwen them is somewhat 
easy, but not between languages of different 
language families; for instance, if a pre-primary 
or primary educant's home language belongs to 
Dravidian language family and the! school langu 
age belongs to the ludo-European, then the 
problem of communication and comprehension 
for the child is unsurmountable. It is, therefore, 
appropriate to introduce a bilingual transfer 
model in order to overcome this problem. 'I'his 
is an academic strategy likely to serve the edu 
cationa I purpose of minority children better, 
whose home language is different from that of 
the school language or whose language for 
learning is different from their language in use, 
The transfer model aims at a smooth transfer to 
the school language by the enc! oi the primary 
stage. 1t assumes that the linguistic wealth of 
the child must be fully used in the class-room in 
the interest of better education. It envisages 
~ time-bound gradual transfer to the school 
language from the linguistic wealth of the 
native children. • I 

The next constraint is the tribal economy, 
which in most cases a below subsistence level 
one. It invariably consists of a variety of 
activities as the income from any particular 
source is utterly inadequate for anything. Tr ihal 
economic pursuits are mere struggles for survi 
val, in which all members of the family are 
engaged. Although it is free from greed, ho 
arding chicanery, manipulation and clandestine 
dealings, it is always subject to rampant' external 
exploitation. External vested interests siphon 
out most of the produces of the tribals. The 
tribal, relatrvely still is innocent and honest, 
and is prompted in all his actions by a rationa 
listic conception of self-interest, and achieving 
his aims directly and with the rmrumuru of 
df ort. He works being prompted by motives o'I: 
a highly complex, social and traditional nature 
and aims which are certainly directed towards 
the satisfaction of present wants or to lthe direct 
achi-: ir, er.. utilitarian purposes. 

Forest is the treasurer-home and important 
source of tribal livelihood. Forest produces 
supplement the meagre income of the tribal irom 
his main economic pursuit, i.e., agriculture, 
shifting cultivation or any other. In their, 
economic activities tribals depend mostly on: 
their own labour. In the past there were n.Oi 
employers and employed in tribal societies. 
Tribals cosidered it derogatory to work on 
payment, and therefore, no hired-labour was. 
available in tribal societies. Now, of course, 
things have changed, in addition to co-operative 
and exchange-labour, hired-labour is available, 

But whatever it may be, in tribal societies 
everyone continues to participate 'directly or: 
indirectly in economic activities of the family, 
men and women are equal partners in work. 

Small children in tribal societies do not 
remain idle. They assist their parents in a: 
variety of ways. They take care of younger 
brothers and sisters in the absence of parents, 
,tend the domesticated animals and birds, and 
remain useful to parents as apprentices. As 
such, they are_ not spare for schooling. Their 
absence at home brings additional problems, to 
their parents. Thus their poor economic 
condition and the nature tif their subsistence 
economy function as deterrents fer the spread 
of formal education among them. 

The next factor that hinder's the growth of 
formal education among the tribes is laxity of 
sex. This apart, what is more important is the 
exposure to sex-life relatively early in age. 
Chastity has different mcamngs in different cul 
tures, its meaning is culture-specific, and hence 
it has no universal standards. At an incredibly 
early age tribal children get initiated into sexual 
life. The young ones often innocent looking 
plays of childhood, which are erotic and not 
innocuous as they appear. Iu most cases, as the 
children grew up, -they live in some sort of free 
love through- their dormitory life, which some 
times develop into more permanent attachments, 
one of which ends up in marriage. Before this 
is reached, unmarried buys and girls are 
openly supposed to be quite free to .-!o what 
they like, and there are even ceremonial arrenge 
ments by which the girls of a village repair in a: 
body to another place; there they range them 
selves for linspection and each is chosen liy ·a.1 

local _boy belonging to a different descent group, 
with whom she spends a night. 

Every time a girl favours her lover some 
small gift has to be given immediately. This is 
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the case in normal intiguies, going on frequently 
between unmarried boys and girls belonging 
to different descent groups, and in more cere 
monial cases of indulgence some special gifts a.re 
to be given. This keeps the mind of tl.e young 
boys engaged, who either prepare a gift wasting 
time and energy or buy the same from a nearby 
weekly market. 

Sex is a powerful drive, which culture con 
tains and channalises. Channulisation of sex 
in tribal societies ds different from those of the 
peasant and urban societies. In trihal societies 
the general orientation i8 that as vim, vigour 
and vitality are short-lived, one must have his/ 
her share of sex, and to have sex is only human. 
What the tribal societies expect is that one 
must follow. .the prescribed rules , while indul 
ging in sex. 

The next factor which impedes the spread 
of formal education is the world view of the 
tribals. World-view accounts for an individual's 
psyche and his attitude towards his natural, 
social and supernatural world in time and space. 
Indeed thir determines his attitude to work, 
leisure, health, sickness, economic development, 
attainment of formal education and rest of the 
things of life. 

Culture shapes the personality traits of its 
bearers, «nd a particular culture shapes these as 
per its specific ethos or spirits. This has been 
amply demonstrated by psychological Anthro 
pologists and by Max Weber in his book the 
"Protestant Ethic and the spirit of Capitalism". 
Thus an individual's attitude to his physical, 
social and supernatural world is shaped by his 
culture. World view determines the tr'ibal's 
concept of good life ond happy life, which can 
be analysed either as conducive or antithetical 
to secularism, modernization, attainment of 
formal education and a host of other things. 

Good-life involves ethical domain and value 
judgements, and hence is normative; whereas 
happy life is more value free but not normless 
it is merely not loaded with ethical preoccupa 
tions, 

For the tribal disease, sickness and death are 
natural phenomena and )there is no full. proof 
protection against these. All these are controll 
ed by non-human or supernatural forces. How 
ever, inspite of these impending uuavoidable 
hazards life is meant for enjoyment. He be- 

lieves that when he is born as a man he has a; 
natural right 1o- live and has socially permissible 
freedom to enjoy life. Happiness consists m 
being free to enjoy one self without restrictions 
of time-frame or work-routine. It does not 
mean that the tribal is not amenable to time 
frame; certainly he is, but he resents i:igi.d 
time-schedule and considers it as an anathema. 
For ~him youthful vigour is short-lived and non 
repetitive, and therefore life must be enjoyed 
.to the fullest extent so long youthful vigour is 
there. And as such he remains fully committed 
to .the philosophy of happy life so long vim, 
vigour and vitality continue to energize him for 
all the erotic, mirthful and adventurous activi 
ties. Normally one develops this sort of orien 
tation at the pre-adolencent · stage of life, which 
is the proper time for schooling. 

As the youthful vigour declines with thn 
dissipation of physical: energy, one necessarilw 
turns away from 'happy-life' and streets towards 
"good lif'e", which is more closely integrated 
to .the moral order of the society. Love for fun, 
frolic and freedom from social responsibility 
steadily- fades away. In .the later half of life, th~ 
tribal fully conforms to the belief pattern that 
he must life in peace and harmony with his 
physical environment; social milieu and the 
supernatural world. 

From the foregoing discussion is must not be' 
construed that the tribal cultures embody only 
growth-negative values. There are indeed 
growth-po.,itive. or atleast, growth-nn1tral 
values, No culture is negatively oriented towards, 
development or modernization. What is neces 
sary for the development planners and executives 
is the appropriate orientation Ito grasp and 
comprehend objectively the ethos or genius oil 
the target culture, to which development plans 
must be attuned. 

Tribes in the past, though were non-literate, 
certainly possessed their own systems of informaf 
education. The dimensions of informal educa 
tion emphasized community involvement and 
acquisition of competence as effective members 
of society. Even today, the core of informal 
education consists of instructions on World-view, 
more specifically it is the body of knowledge rela 
ting to values and subsistence techniques. The 
techniques of instrucuons are informal, that is, 
parents and elders impart knowledge to children 
on various aspects in face to face relationship. 
The techniques are more practical rather than the 
oretical, and well adopted to suit the typical 
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needs of the society. In other words informal 
education is designed to make the child ready for 
the world which he has to face. And this can 
not be said to be true of the formal education, 
which emphasizes conceptualization rather than 
acquisition of agricultural and other techniques 
in · prac.tical situatioris. 

Tribals 'are not mentally deficient; they are 
capable of picking up complex knowledge, but 
hair pace of assimilation may bf' slower as their 
cognitive level is relatively lower for historical 
reasons. Formal. education lays emphasis on 
:discontinuities in traditional cultures hence it is 
problematic. It aims to turn the young tribal 
or peasant educant into n clerk or something of 
that sort. It is time to rethink about the func 
tion of formal education. It should be more 
pragmatic and realistic. Its aim should he to 

make the educated ones more self-reliant rather 
than salaried job-hunters. 

The syllabi of pre-primary and primary educa 
tion of tribals should be different from those of 
the non-tribals, and while designing it due Impor 
tance must be g,,ven to their rational processes 
and logical thinking operative in tribal mind. 
At this stage the medium of instruction need be 
the mother-tongue of tribals. whicbi may be 
substituted by the regional anc\ national language 
through a process of gradualism. The system of 
education which is to be imparted to tribal 
children should articulate with their natural 
intelligence. Therefore, it is necessary that the 
curricula of education includes a part of tribal 
culture. This, of course, necessities knowledge 
of tribal cultures; without which development 
planning is likely to result iin failure. 
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System of Exchange amon~· Koves 

Manoranjan Acharva 

Exchange in modern economic usage implies a 
mutual and voluntary transfer _of property inclu 
ding services and a fundamental equivalence in 
.the things exchanged, an equality in value which 
rests upon economic rationality and developed 
market institutions. In a sense, exchange is the 
central concept of economic science, whether of 
theoretical or empirical type, in so far as the 
exchange economy is the characteristic form of 
economic organisation in the modern capita 
listic world.- 

group dependent upon other groups for prime 
necessities. .Trade was, under these conditions, 
an exchange of surpluses, _ a phrase which must 
be categorically avoided in application to the 
latter times when goods were produced expressly 
for exchange and exchange became a part of 
production. Under advanced conditions exchange 
is an incident of specialization and its signi 
ficance lies in increasing the productiveness of 
labour . and other resources. 

The modern economic organisation, however, 
is not an exchange economy pure and simple. 
It is not based upon actual exchange of goods 
and services by their producers, directly or 
through the medium of money, which has been 
the characteristic of an earlier and different 
stages of economic development. 

The existing economic system, which may be 
regarded as · an outgrowth of the exchange 
economy, is more accurately describable as an 
enterprise economy.; Production in the respon 
sible sense, is now typically carried on by an 
abstract entity, the business unit or -.nterp r ise 
which is functionally distinct from the natural 
persons or persons composing i I. Individuals 
and families get their livelihood through two 
fold mechanism of bnying and selling which is 
not pure and simple property exchang«; because 
the role of money in it is so important that it 
cant be replaced by barter, as should be possible 
in the case of true exchange. But the above 
mentioned facts never fit in the context of those 
who are known as simple societies. At the 
-beginning of the economic society, the ccmmo. 
dities exchanged must have been relatively 
essential things, ofijects of adornment lllla. male 
als of a not ·indispensible sort for a primitive 

The purpose of this article is to highlight the 
systeni of exchange prevalent amongst Koyas, a 
primitive tribe inhabiting the interior pocket of 
the district of Koraput •in the State of: Orissa by; 
unfolding its various forms and their socio. 
economic ramifications both in their traditional 
and modern contexts. An indepth study has 
also been made to highlight doggedness with 
which the system has stuck to the apron-s.tring 
of traditionality even during the present times 
of all-pervasive money economy. 

The exchange relationship associated with 
Koyas takes place within the community. All 
Koyas are cultivators or more specifically 
shifting cultivators. Yet some are/ expert in 
some other skills like carpentry, smelting of 
iron, witchcraft, sorcery, etc. There are also 
Perrnas '(Priest)', Pedas '(Hea:a.ma:n)'; Wades 
(Medicine man) and the like. In the course of 
rendering services to the people, they also ge.t 
some payment from the beneficiaries. Thus, all 
are mutually dependent upon one another 
though not fully, but partially. In course of 
my field study, I came to know from my Koya 
informants Bhirnsen Socli and others 1hat the 
exchange system was in vogue in .their society 
from time immemorial. In their language they 
call it 'MARSANAD'. Their primary need in 
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the exchange system mainly concentrates on 
salt. They have also got other consumptiv,e 
needs like chilly, turmeric and kerosene oil, etc. 
The women-folk need bead necklaces of 
different types and also bangles, which are not 
locally available and as such, are to be procured 
from others. Even in respect of the locally 
available goods also one is not self-sufficient. 
He has to depend on his brother Koyas for 
procuring the same. So they have to depend 
upon this exchange system to get their require 
ments fulfilled to some extent. This is how and 
why the exchange system has come info being 
and is still surviving, 

The exchanges are done through Hie medium 
of money, rice,. paddy and also through other 
agr~cultural and forest products like mustard 
seeds; blackgrani, maize, millet, mohul, etc. 

Labour exchange also takes place in '(i) that 
ching, (ii) sowing and (iii) harvesting of dlfferent 
agricultural products. 

In the matter of house construction, thatching 
the roof and reaping the paddy fields, if the 
family members are not capable of doing the 
work, then the family takes the help of other 
members of the village. First of all the family 
head would request the kin members and in 
case of their refusal for such assistance he 
would seek the help of other members oI the 
village. He will have to give meals (chakur) 
to those men and in the evening liquor (landa) 
to drink. If the household has got sufficient 
quantity of paddy or rice to afford, then he tan 
also pay them in terms of paddy or rice. 
Usually no money is paid for their labour, 
though money payment is at present practised 
amongst a Iew affluent Koyas only. 

Also I have found in one case of TatigucL 
where one Rama: Madhi has employed quite a 
_sjzeable number of his Co-villagers in-a 1:it.Jn_d_ing 
work: Tlie'lengtn' of that bun-cl (embankment) 
is 10 metres, breadth 3½ metres length and height 
2½ metres. 

Internal Trade : 

It is prevalent among the Koyas in the village 
exclusively and it even extends upto other castes 
within or outside the village. At present, the 
Bengali stationery traders are found moving 
Irom one village to the other by fool for this 
nusiness purpose. Both men and women traders 

carry with them articles like dried fish, ribbon, 
comb, soaps, tobacco, container, mirror, turmeric. 
powder, chilly, etc. with them, They supply these 
articles to the trihals on the basis of money pay 
ment in some cases and in yet some other cases, 
the traditional barter system is taken resort to. 
The itinerant traders have got with them one 
container which is made out of bamboo spikes 
known as 'Khaja'. They receive i.n exchange 
black gram, mustard, paddy, etc. for the articles 
supplied. The exchange amount varies accord 
ing to the quality and quantity uf articles. 

Exchange of Seeds: 

If a Koya cultivator needs a particular variety 
of seed suitable ior his field, which is not witli 
him and is with some other person o~longing to 
his caste or to some .ojher ca st«, li:~ gets that 
seed from him by' exchanging either 'paddy or 
seeds. at the rate of exchange r:revalent amongst 
them. 

Exchang.e of Land : 
Exchange of land is not there in pen and 

paper. On the other hand, it '\S done by mutual 
understanding only and by verbal bilateral 
agreement between the land-owner and the other 
party. If any household fails to cultivate the 
land due to some personal difficulties, the party 
consulted and contracted sows seeds in the field 
and after harvesting, he takes three-fourths of 
the total produce and gives one-fourth to the 
land-owner as his share. 

In the village Sikapalh, one Madkami Muya 
was found to have borrowed P.s. 100 from the 
money-lender Podiyami Bhima by mortgaging 
his land. But there was no written agreement 
between these two. The land had been placed 
completely at the disposal of that money-lender 
and also there were no terms and. conditions and 
interest on the loan. The owner got back his 
land after three years on payment 01' the princi- 
pal money. 

External Trade : 
The Koyas usually go to market in the nearby 

town to sell their surplus products 1ike Suati 
Kandul, tamarind, paddy, rice, mustard, black 
gram, red gram, garden produced vegetables 
and the like. Sometimes they get money by 
-seflind tRe~e conii:l)dciitfos. in the niaike'f and at 
times they barter their articles to get their 
household requirements like oil, kero~cne, salt, 

p 
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paper, cheap cldthes. bead necklaces and glass 
bangles, etc. Thus, the barter system, through 
the external trade, covers the whole gamut of 
their "daily requirements. 

Pure Barter : 

Nowhere excepting one case in Potteru 
market, where I came across the case of a pure 

.· 1:Jaift'er, I did not find the type anywhere else 
.. in the whole area under my study. In all 
these cases the articles sent for barter were 
found to be valued in terms of money an.a are 
then transacted. I found one old man coming 
with some cucumber (2 big and 3 small) to sell 
it in the· Potteru market to get 'gourd' which 
was necessary for giving a gift in connection 

2. mana paddy 

1. mana Muga (Popil) 

1. mana Mahul ( ehk]' 

1. mana paddy 

1. mana millet 

1. mana Tola: (gaara] 

1. mana mustard {Tursa) 

1. podi muga 

2. man as blackgram 

1. mana maize 

1. mana rice 

1. mana bajara 

1. mana rice 

There are also exchange rates of livestock 
which are as below:- 

1 Ox-2 Calves: 1 Ox-4 Goats: 1 Goat-,--:-"'2 
Hens. 

Many itinerant 
the Koya villages. 

traders frequent 
The Koyas fulfil 

their basic needs and including those for 
luxuries through these 1 raders. These 
traders bring with them comb, chilly. 
dried fish, small mirrors, ribbons, 
bangles, soaps etc. They also carry 
with them one container which is made 
out of bamboo is 1locally; kno't\~U 
as 'Khaja'. By means of this measuring 
device they take paddy, rice etc. from 
the Koyas and give their articles of basic 
needs and luxuries. The cost of these 
articles would be within 25 paisa to 

with the marriage ceremony: of his sisler-in-la:WJ. 
He met a woman o! Budli who had brought 
three gourds to sell in the market. Botti of them 
came to know about their mutual necessities 
after au informal chat and finally, they agreed 
on the barter and its terms. One of the gourds 
of the woman was valued at Rs. 0.75 which she 
bartered with the old man 'for the entire cu 
cumber stock which was also valued equivalently 
outside the market. In the village level also 
they exchange their own commodities for other • 
commodities which they need. In the village 

- level· exchange they mostly prefer barter 
exchange rather than exchange through the 
medium of money. The barter rates of clifferenl 
agricultural products as practised amongst tliem 
are as below. l::-- 

1. mana rice (N uka) 

1. mana Blackgram (pesi) 

1. mana salt 

2. mana janha 

2. mana salt 

2. man as salt 

4. manas salt 

1. podi mustard 

1. mana rice 

1. mana salat 

3. manas tamarind (John) 

8. mana salt 

4. manas endjohna 

50 paisa. But in exchange of these 
articles lthey usually take more a:mount 
of paddy or any other ~omm.oaities and 
this is due to the 1sheer ignorance of 
these innocent tribal people and their 
lack of knowledge about measurement. 
This has been an exploitive trading 
practice perpetrated · 011 the innocent 

. Koyas over the years ar.d is found to be 
still continuing. 

I saw an old woman buying a soap for bathing 
purpose. An idea had somehow struck her 
that by washing the face with the soap, she 
would regain her eye-sight. So, she never 
bothered for the amount taken by itinerant 
trader to get the soap in a small cake form, the 
cost of which was hardly 25 paisa or so . 
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Superstitious belief has thus been another factor 
responsible for their exploitation by unscrupu 
lous fraders. 

Exchange Of utensils 
_ _Their vHlages- are also some times visited by 
the traders_ of aluminium utensils. They ex 
change paddy or rice for _buying these utensils of 
domestic utility. They exchange their old and 
worn out utensils for buying · the new ones. 
Since they are completely ignorant of the metric 
measurement and since they only know their 
traditional measurement of 'Mana' and 'Podi', 
they are usually cheated by the traders in .these 

· transactions. 

Exchange of Handic:rdts 
The K!oyas also exchange their hand-made 

articles with their co-villagers and also with 
traders. At times they also sell these to 
strangers. Their hand-made articles are mainly 
'mats, sal leaf dana' etc. They also exchange 
these with potters visiting their villages in 
procuring earthen cooking vessels and pots of 
'daily use. 

or kind. Also he can repay his debt by givmg 
other articles of the same value. In the funeral 
ceremony the village members other than his 
_own kinsman help according to their might. 
Whatever one's financial condition, the scatter 
ing of paddy around a dead body is a must for 
him. 

Money Barter· 
When there is a barter system -based on 

money, we call it money barter. At present this 
form of barter is prevalent to some extent among 
the K:oya people. This type of money barter 
takes place both amongst themselves as also 
with outsiders in the market and even among 
the people of different caste'> and tribes. This 
is the influence of the market economy where 
different goods are bought and sold and the 
prices of the commodities are fixed by the sellers 
in terms of money. Due to constant interac 
tion with these people the Koyas have 

=developed a sophistication in-their barter system 
-by-rnaking it more· and-rnore oriented. In the 

·..,viHa~efr they have-started- se-lFng· vegetables and 
ether necessities of daily use through the money 
barter system. 

Birth Ceremony 

In the birth ceremony of a child the head of 
the household has. to give a feast to the women 
who 'happen to be present in the laying-in room 

+and -some -elderly persons like pedas, ward 
-members, wades, have helped m the child-birth. 

--- ir some .elderly person wants to perpetuate 
his memory after his death by giving his name 

_ to the new-horn child, he can do so in exchange 
of some· goods like paddy, money, landed 
property, etc. in favour of'. that .child. .In tho 
process, he perpetuates his memory in the next 
generation. · 

l~~~+ 
Nuakhia Festival (Kadta Pandn) 

All the households are required to give one 
'Dana' of rice to the village headman (Peda) for 
his services. One day before the Kadta festival 
the village Peda calls all the people of · the 
village and give them advice to live like brothers 
in the village by avoiding all factions. This 
invocation of the village headman for the spirit 
of co-operation and unity is rewarded by the 
villagers in giving him one 'Danapul' of rice 
each. - 

Dashera Festival (Wakli) 

In this festival they usually give lands (liquor), 
rice, hen to their respective 'Wades'. This is 
the festival of the Wades. People of the village 
come to their Wades house for eating the 
prasad a:£teri tlhe Puj a. 

Gift Barter 

Gift exchange is a term of barter used for 
gfft .only when people expect certaiu goods in 

If somebody dies then 111 the cremation return in lieu of their gifts »thers, which may 
ground nearly 10 manas of }addy are tlo be be either immediately or in the long run. 
scattered around the deceased. More quantity Thest return-giflts may also be diverted to others 
of paddy is scattered in case :;f the death of a at the option iof the, original donors. But this 
richman to show iofl' his affl uency. If a Keya differs from the system of deferred payment in 
has no capacity to scatter paddy, he has to _ .the senss-that in .this type of rransaction there 
borrow it from others and if the lenders are his is no stipulation of time limit for rep<:yment and 
kinsmen, ht is not supposed to repay i\ back. If, the donors cannot, as a mauler of right, claim 
on the other hand, thev art not his k: nsmen, he repayment. There lies the subtle difference· 
widl have to repay ba~k the naddy either in cash between pure lending as practised by the koya.~ 
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in the form of gift barter and the 
deferred payment, as the term is 
understood. 

system of 
ordinarily 

If some guests come to the Koya family and 
he does ~ot have sufficient food-stuff and drinks 
to provide them, he first of all approaches his 
kin-members. If he gets the requirements from 
them, he need not have the obligation to repay 
the commodities as the guests coming to · his 
house are the guests of his kin-members also. 

If on the other hand, he gets the requirements 
from other hcuseholds, then he has to give back 
at the rate of one-half of the quantities l.orrowed 
by way of repayment. Again, if he gets his 
requirement from a Bengali family or from 
other castes, then the repayment rate becomes 
double the quantity borrowed. Thus, the 
repayment rates appear to be ·.1uite heavy in 
both the cases. 

After harvesting season, each household has 
to give 2 manas of their produced articles in the 
form of either/ pa.ad~ or rice Pr hlackgram o:r: 
mustard, etc. to the Peda (Village Headman) 
which a1 e kept at his disposal for common bene 
fits. From out of this stock, village develop 
ment works-are done 'and- attimes -rGovernment 
~ffi;ials like, Revenue Inspectors, police and 
forest .offtcials are also fed. Relief is also given to 
the people affected by natural calamities like 
fire, cyclone, etc. from this common fund. 

Daily or ioccasiorial or ceremonial exchange 
of rice or curry and even cooked meat among 
the ccnsanguineal and neighbourly relations 
takes place for strengthening their bonds of 
relationslup which maintains the kinship struc 
ture rigidly and cohesively. But they do not 
giYe anything in non-eatable ~·orm like rice, 
blackgram, etc. Hithout being asker! for They 
do not take back small amounts given to their 
neighbours. When the amount is more, then it 
is taken back with· interest. lf they are in 
shortage of money, they first g,, to seek the help 
from their own kin-members. If they do not 
get their requirements from their kin-members 
or from U1ei1 villages or from their tribal 
brethren, they go ~o money lenders to borrow 
money. They take no interest from the 
members who belong to their kin-group. · On 
the other hand., they charge interest from other 
tribals who are rsot thei~ kin-members. :• - .. - ... ,.. - . . 

that the rate of interest is 100 per cent per annum 
which- rs quite -heavy. -But there are ·some 
exceptions to this. Suppose a man has liorrowed 
sornethin; either from his own kin-member or 
from the other villagers for discharging the 
function of a marriage or death ceremony. 
In that case he is .not required t,) pay the double 
amount; because no interest ;;; charged for this 
purpose. 

Gift Exchange : 

Gift is a form of social communicatson. This 
communication takes an intermediary position 
between persons on the one hand and symbols 
on. 'the other: The': exchange of goods and 
services has to be understood in sociological 
context but not in true economic sense. 

According to Herskovits a :;ift is almost a 
venture, a hepeful speculation. To make 
return e· 1 ual in value to initials, gift is .sufficient 
to avoid disgrace. It is a network of obligations. 
He again hold the view that g.ifLexchanges are 
deflnitelv valuable as a stimulus to work and for . . 
the need to which they give rise for CO·O!Pera 
tive effort. 

Malinowski has divided gifts mto a number 
of types. They are as below: 

( 1) Pure gifts 

(2) Customary payments without strict. 
equivalence. 

( 3) Payment for services rendered 

( 4) Gifts returned in economically equivalent 
form. 

- .. ([)) Exchange .of material 
privileges; titles nnd 

goods against 
non-material 

possessions. 
(6) Ceremonial barter with deferred payment 
- - - -- ~ . '. . ..• ~ -~ 

(7) Trade pure .. and simple; 

Again, according to him gift-giving of this 
type is viewed not in relation to the absolute 
value or desirabiliily rof the article ; tself but 
entirely II) relation for the prestige, of the donor. 
Although such giving is also reciprocal but there 
is ·no'" r- ciprocity 'of value .. 1 

, 1 -- . 

. : When a man borrows something in kind from 
others, then ordinarily in the next year the 
quantum of repayment is doubled. This means 

Pure Gift: 

, " 8y this term we understand a'} act iri which 
an individual gives.an object or renders a service, 
without expecting or getting any return. Pure 
gift .constitutes-different · forms: in society .as 
illustrated below : 
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Gif.t to God 

( i) This is a pardox of economic lie ha.vi our 
of' the people who hold God to be 
Almighty and the Life-giver. 111-fed 
different gods and goddesses for their 
blessings. This gift :o god varies in 
nature and form in dlft'erent occasions. 
For example, in the Dasahara festival 
.wakli] each household has to offer one 
fistful of rice and a hen and also at times 
eggs to their village deity (Hundl) which 
is situated adjacent to the village 
periphery. 

(ii) Offering at the time of Puja or festive 
occasions-Most of the festive or 
ceremonial occasions are ear-marked by 
killing and making sacrifice of a hen or 
a ~:at or a pig. Moreover they use 
fine sundried rice. milk, banana, wine, 
molasses, flowers for the decoration of 
the alter meant for the offerings. The 
offerings are made at four levels, 
(1) Individual level, /2) Family level, 
(3) Community level and (4) Village 
level.· 

Gifts Associated with Marma~~ 
Relatives both affinal and consanguineal corue 

and participate in the marriage ceremonials and 
bring with them some gifts according to their 
capacity, but the capacity is not always inde 
pendent of ones free will; it depends on society 
in an accepted manner. Aperson may be 
incapable of giving anything, but he has to 
borrow, beg or steal in order to satisfy the men 
concerned, thereby he keeps up his social 
prestige. 

iI'he items of gift constitute goat, hen:, Jiulloclc 
rice, salt, oil, vegetable, clothes, wine and some 
money. Mcst of these are eatables and art 
consumed in that ceremony. 

fo a marriage ceremony in the "MATAKAL" 
(Betrothal Ceremony) the groom's party 
usually gives two bottles of 'Mohul wine', on 
the 'Bodikal' (Marriage day) the groom's father 
gives one pot of Mohul wine, two pots of 
Landa (Country Liquor) and mana of rice. 
After marriage the son-in-law has to give one 
calf as 'Poyawata' to the mother in-law and 
one bullock as 'Mamasama' to the uncle-in-law. 

Gifts Among Bltual Friends of Dlflerent 
Communltles, 

The Koya people have got ritual friendship 
with the people of other castes and tribes. In 
the village Tatiguda a Koya Bata wade has got 
ritual friendship with a Bengali itinerant trader. 

On th," ceremonial occasions he gives conked 
food to his ritual friend and the latter takes 
food in a Koya-House without hesitation; 
During the marriage of his daughter. the Bengali 
trader Niren Dey has given two rnanas of rice 
and a hen to his Koya ritual friend. 

Gifts Associated with Death Ceremony 

During death crcmony gifts are giYen in the 
same form excepting cows and bullocks. But the 
g,ifts here are of lesser amounts than those in 
the marriage ceremony. All the relatives send 
or bring with them one piece of cloth each ,io 
the deceased persons' house. 

Gifits in Fishing & Hunjlng 

Just after Bija Pandu (Chitra Parva) they go 
in for th« hunting expedition. Hunting goe·s on 
just after Bija: Pandu '[Chitro Prava)' they go in 
expedition is distributed among all the villa 
gers irrespective of the fact whether they have 
actually participated in the hunting expedition 
or not. They also give one more share to the 
Pada (Head-Man and 'Wade, (Med.cine man) :,1 
consideration :)f their social status and prestige. 

Conclusion 

The following conclusion can be made from 
the study 

( 1) Though the barter system of goods 
amongst the Koyas themselves helps 
them to some extent in meeting their 
daily requirements, ,.t exposes them to 
gross economic exploitation when the 
transaction is made with outsiders 
operating as unscrupulous traders, The 
Koyas are cheated in weights and 
measures in these transactions. 

(2) The metric system introduced through 
out the country in the early sixties has 
hardly any impact on the Koyas who 
continue to trade with their traditional 
weights and measures like maria, podl 
etc. 
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(3) There appears to be lack o'f supervision 
of the officers and staff of the Wr-ights 

and Measures Organisation: of the State 
Government, as a result of which the 
traditional weights and measures stilt 
dominates the Koya Markets these days 
when our country is preparing for 
making a Ieap-Iorwarrl to the 21st 
century. Adequate education should 
be given to them about the metric system 
of weights and measures. Both the 
Weights and Measures Department and 
the Harijan and Tribal Welfare Depart 
ment should work in a Coordinated 
manner to achieve this end . 

.,.,,- (4) Many of the exchanges are superstition 
based. The Koya is yet to develop a: 
rational and scientific outlook towards 
things. Spread of education amongst 
them would help them in developing 
this outlook. 

(5) There is a very good point in the Koyas 
· restricting these exchanges mostly 

amongst the kin-members which has 
helped them to develop a: social 
cohesiveness and solidarity amongst 
themselves. 

(6) Mutual dependence for their require 
merits has been responsible for maintain 
ing the village unity and individual 
contribution to the village common func.JJ 
has helped a great deal in taking up 
village development activities, giving 
relief to the needy etc. This is in sharp 
contrast to the se-called civilized 
villages which are now-a-days divided! 
into various factions where personal 
good has primacy 'Over the common 
good. 

(7) Sometimes they become preys to the 
avaricious doings of money-landers. 
This has been so due to lack of adequate 
rural credit facility. Government should 
open up adequate institutional credit 
:1·.1tlets in the villages to meet their 
credit requirements. 
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Position of· Women :·'in .. Kondh Society 

.. - , ·~ Dr. U. N. Patnaik 

Service is the art of Ruling 

The ·1)c)sition of women in Kondh Society is 
unique. She controls lthe whole house in a very 
peculiar' manner. She has full control over her 
h{1sfaind. ·:1iil:1 ·sh,/ obtainsTull · obedience from 
the other members of the house. We 
shall se•~ how she- has come 1o maintain 
this position in the house and we have 
to trace this from her early childhood 
As a child of 3 years she starts her work for the 
family as a baby sitter. She keeps her younger 
brother i111d sister all day long either playing 
with the baby or carrying the baby in a piece 
of cloth slung from ilhe neck down. As th- bady 
grows older and begins to play by its-elf the girl 
reduces its duty of baby sitting an.l joins her 
mother in household work. She carries water 
from the spring in a small vessel along with her 
mother. She sweeps ,the house and keeps 1t 
clean. She runs after her mother when the latter 
goes to the sprrngs either to wash the utensils 
or clothes. In her small way she helps tha 
mother in washing the family clothes and uten 
sils. As she grows older she along with other 
children of her age goes out to pick mangoes, 
mohua flowers, etc. She goes along with her 
mother lo dig edible roots and to collect edible 
leaves, flowers, etc. As she grows olc'er she 
dehusks paddy, plasters the doors and veranda of 
lthe house. She feeds the pet animals, etc., of 
the house and keeps the piggery and the resting 
place of the fowls neat and clean. Till after ten 
years she does all the household duties along with 
her mother. Thereafter, she does an the things 
herself. From after the tenth year she gets little 
bi,t more of freedom from household duties. She 
joins 1tihe girls of heir age and spends the night in 
the spinster dormitory with girts of her own 

age or older- girls. She comes back from the 
dormitory in the morning and does all the house 
hold duties which she was doing previously with 
her mother. She alongwith other 3irls of her 
age go ab-Jul merrymaking. They ge, to the mar 
l_iet and make purchase of finery. She 1soes to 
the festivals _ne_arby (ja lra}. She does all these 
fhings by herself -fr~m the training in th« earlier 
days which she had from her mother. From 
the age of 15 onwards she gets more and more 
freedom of movement in the spare time. When 
she grows to full womanhood she in a way cont 
rols her mother and behaves like a small master 
in the house. She washes the family cloths, 
boiling them in near the spring in caustic soda, 
beating the cloth on a slab of stone, drying and 

• getting them home. She cleans the family utensils 
themselves and she keeps the house clean. 
She is a great relief to the mother and relieves 
her of the routine duties in the house Now she 
cooks the food for the Iarnilv herself and serve, 
the food for the members of the family three 
times a .Iay . Thus, by the lime ~i•~ attains 
womanhood she does all the things in the house 
herself hut in her own wilful way. 

After marriage she goes to live with her 
husband. There she keeps the house herself 
and by the training she ha, had from her mother 
she runs the house in a masterly manner. She 
controls her husband and the children also. By 
her service to the family she is a full master of 
the houst and obtains from her husband sullen 
obedience and controls him ;n every way. 

In her own house she cooks food herself and 
serves it. She does all the duties which she was 
doing in her parent house as a grown up girl. 
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Now as a housewife she is able to on account 
of her service control her husband. Slie joins 
the men at the Panchayat. She is able to make 
purchase at the market and sen small quantities 
of jungle produce at the market. Whenever 
heavy articles like ginger, turmeric, etc., arc sold 
at the house by the husband she tlxes the price 
and watches the measurement properly. She 
makes all weekly purchase at the market and 
sells at the market things she can carry. She 
fixes the bride price of her daughter and cont 
rols the marriage ceremony herself. She has a: 

hand in the sale or mortgage of the Iand and ,in 
the latter case she flxes the rate of interest. Tlie 
family Jewellery of gold and silver is always in 
her charge. Thus she holds a paramount position 
in the family and that is because she serves the 
family in every possible manner. 'i'here is no· 
question of love or affection in her towards the 
members of the family. It's strict dusclpline and 
obedience that gives her position in 1h~ family. 
Ruling is due to service and because of her 
service to the family she is able to rule the 
house. 

, 
-+-:- 
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~,Airitu~e of Ttibals 
; and . their .. emerging 

towards --life· 
needs. 

Shri R. C. Sethi 

In the cultural history and religious move 
ments of Orissa the tribal's contribution is 
recorded hillariously. Biswabasu, the Sabar 
wiorshipper of Lord Jagannath, is the first 
provoker of Jagannath culture and Bhima Bhoi, 
the preacher of Mahima Dharma and others 
have played vital roles in the freedom movement 
of Orissa and India in various contexts and 
successfully helped the country in getting her 
freedom. Now it is high time to reassess them 
for various national purposes. 

A critical approach to the tribal personality 
reveals that they are :- 

(a) culturally deprived, 

(b) educationally deprived 

( c) facing cultural conflicts and 

( d) economically backward 

Because of the above said reasons they face 
problems of stability and change from the view: 
point of inter-personal relationship and new 
social dynamics . Their typical inherited charac 
teristics are thoroughly crystalised and the 
investigators of formal urban education culture 
visualise that it is difficult ~o liquidate the 
frozen tribal problems. When we approach the 
trtbals tt .is marked that other things being equal 
(physical and biological factors) their social 
code of conduct and ethics are altogether diffe 
rent from those of ours. Their socially desirable 
values and acceptable pdinciples have caused 
problems before the so called civilised world. 
Because they are not susceptible to change and 
they want to remain committed to the tribal way 
of life, their needs and aspirations are typical by 
nature. 

Sometimes ,they do not share the national 
objectives of Indian democracy, keep them 
selves far away from the sense of social justice, 

dernocra'tic values and national integration 
are averse to many things of the modem world. 
They are not interested in participating in the 
activity of social change and are not modern 
in their outlook. Of course, they believe in 
character building, human values, art, artistic 
e x p e r i e n c e and e x p r e s s i o n and 
aesthetics in their own way. They have 
antagonistic feelings towards the growing 
trends of science and technology. They 
identify themselves with the nature-the mother 
earth-that gives everything to them for life and 
has stored everything for them. So they 
must be true to her. They c o n s i de r 
everything around them as a gift of mother 
earth. They believe that what she would wish 
would happen and no one can obstruct her and 
therefore they must surrender. They accept lif e 
and dts manif'ood forms as they appear to them 
and take life as a game. They are guided by 
such principles as would bring pleasure. They 
suffer but do not get frustrated easily as we do. 
They try to reason out the sorrow and seek 
solutions courageously by successfully encoun 
tering the harder realities of life. Like idealists 
they do not avoid the catastrophy. They wel 
come life alongwith its possible plus-minus 
dimensions. Being children of nature, they 
recline in her wile: lap, sing llhe song of her 
glory and enjoy life fro1icsomely with happiness 
and rejoicement in aill seasons and at all times 
day and night. The bountiful and serene Nature 
prompts them, tempts them and moulds them 
to enjoy their life to the fullest extent with more 
happiness than sorrow. 

The tribals are peace loving, smooth going, 
simple living and simple thinking people but 
sometimee depending upon the nature of treat 
ment they get from others they become violent. 
Since they are being prevented from using the 
natural resources for their purpose, economically 
they have become weak and the modern social 
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dynamics have made them mobile in search of 
Job food and they are compelled to leave their 
native places. By. this, they move away from 
their way of'life, feel alienated from their culture 
and sometimes suffer from a: sense of lost 
origin. 

The tribals need be moulded to be useful to 
the modern/civilised world and they shoUlld 
share the responsibility of national reconstruc 
tion by contributing their best to the mainstream 
of national life, economic development, progress 
and prosperity in general. 

What the emerging Indian society needs is a 
peaceful sooial change in a grand scale and its 
internal transformation and that is equally 
applicable to the tribal societies. Educa iion, 
being the instrument of social change and 
modernisatson, plays a vital role in this context. 
But the tribals have not been benefited much by 
education. Illiteracy is still high among them. 

A change in !their attitude and outlook 1-s 
needed since they live in ignorance with blind 
faiths and beliefs, Sometimes they give undue 
importance to matters of little concern. Only 
education can change such rigid attitude of 
theirs and make them flexible mentally, socially 
and culturally to activety and fruitfully partici 
pate in the programmes aiming at their multi 
faceted development to make their life happier 

~-.,,,.-, and worth living. 

But what is generally noticed is that education 
for tribals has caused negative development. 
Some so called educated people have interferred 
with fheir social systems and have exploited 
them causing emergence of a negative attitude in 
them for formal education and urban culture. 
Tribal culture whjch ~s still un-adulterated needs 
preservation as a sample of primitive culture 
from the view point of anthropological studies. 

The tribals feel helpless in free India: and 
suffer from a sense of loss of self · dent.iv , 
Formal urban e d u c a t i o :1. is b~:ng 
imposed on them without considering their 
attitude towards life and their needs and aspira 
tions to which they strongly react and at any 
moment it can erupt in the form of a revolution 
claiming retention of their special culture as is 
marked from the movement fod Jharkhaud 
Rajya, Special N agaland and Khalisthan. A 
careful and conscious analysis would indicate 
that there is nothing but class to class and 
culture to culture conflict. They must have touch 
of their way of life which is dearer to them. 

Even if they .are settled in the heart of cities under 
modern. enYironments,,they do not .cease search 
ing for the mountains, streams, forest resources, 
birds.c.animals. - and- natural environments, The 
sense of belongingness they have developed with 
hylvan cuhture is very much compassion based. 
They are true to it and excess· of light of the 
town civilisation has caused blindness in them. 
Because they are enlightened with the game of 
hide and seek, shade and light, song and music, 
dance, tune of flute in their own culture, they 
aire becharmed with -its major-f'aetors., But -the 
present condition grows discontentment among 
them. - Therefore, welfare of tribals is - to be 
taken up with a new vision, human magnitude 
and missionary zeal. 

When social conditions. .of tribals are taken 
into account, a monumental design of the tribal 
culture 1s located by the anthropologists. 
Existence of the tribal society h, based upon the 
principles -of :~ - 

(a) man is anthropocentric, 

- (b) existence precedes essence, 

( C) a culture based on least materialism. ' 

(d) earning more 'than the minimum require- 
ment is a sin. 

(e). work is workship, 

(f) regards for other member of the society, 

(g). sex is an activity of composed wjll and 
-interest to maintain the clan and not 

_ activity of perversion, 

(h) clarity in feeding and expression, 

(i) guided by the principles of joy, 

{j) art is to be reviewed in life ~,r life i~ an 
art and he who knows the art of living 
enjoys life more meaningfully and the 
dream can be actualised and transtated 
into action, 

(k) the anthropologists locate that the 
tribals follow their social principles 

· more religiously and are mo st loyal to 
their culture, ideologies, emotional bent 
of mind and at the cost of their lives 

- they maintain these characteristics. 
Thev are the valid products· and their 

. culture has played a significant role in 
shaping and reshaping the tribal 
personality (The Constitution- of India. 
demands that tribals need be instructed 
'to play a vital role to keep up the 
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democracy and to participate activelp in 
the programmes of national develop" 
ment without providing them the spirit 
Jo work with catholicity of outlook, 
reason based attitude and functional 
remedies). 

The tribals, who are full in spirit and life, 
sometimes celebrate occasions with pomp and 
ceremony by borrowing from the money-lenders 
without realising that they are sucked, exploited 
and netted with. the complex system of bonded 
labour and their fundamental rights are with 
drawn from them· in a democratic country like 
India. -so we· need - analyse their position in the 
society and should develop instruments to gel a 
clear _picture of them to suggest some measures 
to eradicate the feeling of alienation existing in 
them and rescue them from poverty. 

The tribals are basically peace loving and 
want to mould the envdronment around them to 
suit their needs by utilising the. resources 
available to them in their community But 
there i~ an imbalance in thmking between the 
Government and the tribals, because the tribals 
utilise the forest and natural resources for their 
own purpose, whereas Government want to 
preserve these in the greater interest of the 
country for Betterment of the-econol'.1V, study of 
natural and s-nvlronmental sciences and check 
ing soil erosion and flood, Thus, the tribals are 
being debarred from using lhe natural and 
forest resources and I a primitive culture is head 
ing towards extinction which-ts .a matter of 
grave concern. Mobility among the tribals is. 
high. For their hivelihood they are working in 
factories and under .contractors. ':"hr. tribal 
women are being_ victimised -in various forms 
and the tribal minor children constitute a majo 
rity of the child labourers in India. 

Though there are a number of constitutional 
provisions for safeguarding, the interests of the 
tribals, in reality they are suffe;f,1g. · As· new 
forest Isws have-been formulated and are in 
force, the tribals are becoming economically 
weak and helpless. Because their way of life 
was thoroughly governed by the forest resources 
as the forest was providing them with food 
materials like crops, meat, fruits, roots, leaves, 
etc., house building materials such as logs, 
bamboos, grass, etc. and thev were collecting and 
selling honey, resin.. sandal. wood, lac, firewood 
etc., for meeting their other expenses, herlis for 

medical purposes, skin of various animals antl 
their horns and ivory, etc., for other use. 
Further; banning of shifting cultivation and 
enforcement of Forest Act and Wild Life Wel 
fare Act by the Government is paradoxically life 
sentence for the tribals and therefore tlit'>y are 
virtually unstable. So the conditional with 
drawal operates at the levels of · 

(a) Sharing the spirit - of nationalism and 
belongingness, 

(b) achieving nat~onal.,obj{!ctives and contri 
bution in the personal/citizen cs.pacity, 

co-operation lii 'the: modern social systems 
(~ocial, cultural as. they do not welcome 
science. al}d. t~chnafogy), 

( cl) changed environments are hrcomiug 
sceptical over the happenings. 

The emerging democratic India is preparing 
herself in the lines of socialism and s::>cul.1rism 
and interested in providing equality vf opportu 
nil v for those who are in need and more 
justifiably the tribals are falling under it. Their 
manifold problems of existence like food, cloth 
ing, shelter, medical facilities, health and sanita 
tion, free and compulsory education as envisaged 
by the Indian Const~tution, drinking water trans 
port and communication, etc., need new attention 
of the Government under humanising conditions. 
However, it is not to be discussed 'rather than to 
be felt. A humanitarian approaypju,.:;Ufie5 that r-« 

(a) they must be immediately released from 
poverty, 

(b) their: culture, 
rituals must 
preserved" - 

(c) sympathetic treatment must be given to 
them so that lthep will--: 

•.'.:, 

- Ii) activety participate in the deruo 
era tic -activities. 

language, rights be. .encouraged 
and 
and 

(ii) co-operate .inJll~ progr!lmmes of 
nafional-. d~veJopn:1ent as valid 
citizens and worthy social mem 
hers. 

To conclude, free and unbiased people of 
missionary zeal whose thinking contains essential 
ideas, basic suggestions and main recommenda 
tions must be involved ~n the programmes of 
tribal· development. 
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